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F

usion research is acknowledged worldwide to be one of the most
promising routes towards an attractive energy source. For this
reason the European Union, Japan, the United States, the Russian
Federation, the Republic of Korea, the People’s Republic of
China and India are making a common effort to accomplish
one of the most challenging enterprises ever undertaken – the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) - which
should demonstrate the possibility of achieving and maintaining
the plasma reaction. ITER is part of a 35-year agreement on
fusion research that also includes the construction of the
International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF), which
is a neutron source specifically devoted to studies on
materials for fusion applications; a European Accompanying
Programme; and the so-called ‘Broader Approach’, a
10–year agreement between the EU and Japan aimed at
accelerating the achievement of the final goal of
constructing a commercial reactor. During 2005, the
negotiations on the construction of ITER registered an
important decision: to build ITER in Cadarache, France.
Completion of the ITER organisation and signature of the
final agreement are foreseen for 2006.
The investment cost of ITER is estimated to be about
5 B€ over ten years, and the cost for 20 years’ operation
is of the same order. Indeed, ITER represents a good
opportunity for industry to compete in a high-tech field
and acquire major benefits from the transfer of know-how.
ENEA’s Fusion Technical and Scientific Unit provides a
substantial contribution to the development of the fusion
programme, with activities that cover nearly all the relevant
issues both of plasma physics and of technology.

Preface

During the reporting year, the main achievements of the
experimental work on plasma physics at the Frascati Tokamak
Upgrade (FTU) concerned internal transport barrier sustainment
and control. Peak electron temperatures in excess of 11 keV and
a density of 0.8x1020 were obtained, which are the values envisaged
for ITER. A lithium limiter was installed in FTU to study the effect of
wall lithization and to act as a liquid limiter. Preliminary results have
given very promising indications for both functions.
In plasma theory, good progress was achieved in modelling the propagation
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Preface

of microwaves in toroidal plasmas and in the studies related to energetic ion
dynamics in burning plasmas.
With regard to technological achievements, worth highlighting is the
progress made in the following activities:
• development of high heat flux components via the manufacture of
an ITER divertor mockup with carbon fibre composite and tungsten
tiles;
• development and construction of the new superconducting
cable for ITER and the European Dipole facility, starting from
different grades of advanced strands;
• design of the radial neutron camera for ITER and the
irradiation of a mockup of the helium-cooled pebble-bed
test blanket module;
• remote maintenance of the IFMIF target.
Significant work was also conducted in the areas of
remote handling and inspection, fuel cycle, safety,
environment and socio-economics.
Inertial fusion activities were focussed on studies related
to the Fast Ion Generation Experiment to be performed at
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK) in 2006 and on
the continuing development of the diode subarray.
In the framework of the Euratom-ENEA Contract of
Association, ENEA also coordinates the fusion activities
performed in the Italian laboratories (RFX Consortium,
CNR-IFP Milan, CREATE Consortium, Turin Polytechnic,
Universities of Rome Tor Vergata and Roma Tre, University of
Catania).
ENEA benefits from a wide range of collaborations with other
international research centres and with industry. Several patents
were granted in 2005 and spin-off activities are in progress. Hightech services are supplied to Italian industry.
ENEA is currently undergoing a major restructuring phase that
foresees combining fission and fusion activities in the same
department. This should be of benefit to the Unit, particularly with regard
to the technology activities particularly those related to the fluidodynamics
of liquid metals.
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Alberto Renieri
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E

xperimental activities on the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU) machine were largely devoted to contributing to the
future International Experimental Reactor (ITER) programme. FTU is a high–field machine capable of operating at
high current and density. Since the additional power systems (radiofrequency power at the lower hybrid and
electron cyclotron resonance heating frequencies) can heat the electrons to high temperatures, the plasma conditions
simulate to some extent those of ITER, in which alpha–power heating will be the predominant mechanism.
The experimental activities included studies on sustaining and controlling internal transport barriers (ITBs) with pure
electron heating and current drive, at densities of 1020 m–3, i.e., such as required in ITER. ITBs can now be sustained for
the full length of the heating pulse (> 35×τE and ~1×τR/L, the Ohmic current relaxation time). Peak electron temperatures
above 11 keV at a centre density of 0.8×1020 m–3 have been obtained. One of the main highlights in 2005 was installation
through a vertical port of a liquid lithium limiter with a capillary pore system (based on the solution developed and tested
in a low–power, low–current Russian tokamak). Preliminary experiments to study the integrity of the liquid surface in high
power load conditions and the effects of lithization of the vacuum–chamber on the plasma parameters and transport
have shown that no surface damage is evident with power loads over 5 MW/m2 and that the plasma edge is strongly
modified, with noticeable effects on the density profile, which becomes very peaked, and on the resulting confinement.
The theory of propagation and absorption of radiofrequency (rf) waves in toroidal plasmas was investigated with the use
of models, both in its more basic aspects and with detailed applications. Broadening of the lower hybrid (LH) wave
spectrum in FTU and in the Joint European Torus (JET) was explored, through simulation of the power deposition and
comparison with experiments. Energetic ion dynamics in burning plasmas was investigated to identify the relevant
parameters for studying plasma physics issues in sub–ignited regimes and to understand the influence of energetic–ion
transport both in the present experiments and in future burning plasmas at different regimes. A collaboration was
initiated with the University of Naples to investigate a new approach to the problems caused by dusty plasmas in a fusion
reactor.
During the long shutdown of JET in 2005, ENEA’s involvement in the JET Enhancement Programme (EP) concerned
proposals for new enhancements in JET–EP2 and for the 2005–2006 experimental campaigns.
Finally, with regard to PROTO–SPHERA, under a collaboration with the Euratom–United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority (UKAEA) Association Culham, ENEA Frascati contributed personnel to the MAST experiment in Culham and
UKAEA Culham donated the available START equipment to the Frascati Laboratory, e.g., the vacuum chamber, which
will be used to test the concept of substituting the inner leg of a tokamak with a plasma arc in a very low–aspect–ratio
configuration.

1.2 FTU Facility

1.2.1 FTU machine
During 2005, FTU achieved 91% of successful pulses. The experimental activity started in March and
continued without interruption up to the first week of June. The second experimental session ran from
mid–October to mid–December.
The activities concerning the control and data acquisition system included:
•

•

•

Optimisation of rf–LH coupling. In the feedback system, the extremum seeking technique for
maximising the coupling between plasma and LH power was extended to two grills. A simulation
environment was implemented for the real–time system so that it is now possible to test the control code
changes off–line. Hence it is possible to check on the improvements obtained through the software
modifications without waiting for plant availability. This also means that any bugs can be fixed off–line
without compromising the experimentation time.
Lithium limiter control and monitoring. A set of tools based on Opto22_modules and a
CORBA/PHP/MySQL software architecture was developed for the lithium limiter experimental
campaign. Data storage was added to keep track of the lithium temperature evolution. Two graphical
tools were developed in MATLab and Java environments to monitor the lithium temperature derived from
thermocouples. A dedicated control system allows the heater temperature in each unit to be regulated
to operational conditions. The temperature can be adjusted either automatically through a specific
control law or manually by the operator.
Real–time control of magnetic island. A new digital waveform reference for electron cyclotron resonance
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•

heating (ECRH) to control the magnetic islands by a feedback loop was installed and tested. To solve
the most difficult real–time requirements of the actuator system, a homemade system based on a PXI
embedded controller has been completely integrated into the main control system of FTU. The system
is hardware–driven by an external clock, triggers and gates coming from a feedback control process.
GRID approach for ITER. To provide efficient data access to large fusion experiment results, an
architecture for data replication over Wide Area Networks (WANs) was installed and tested. To support
the architecture, a test–bed was set up in collaboration with CASPUR and ENEA INFO to check out the
hardware/software components used in the data replication layout.

The experiment to test the capillary–pore–system lithium limiter on FTU was started at the end of 2005 (see
sect. 1.3).
In 2005, 1783 shots were successfully completed out of a total of 1965 performed over 77 experimental
days. The average number of successful daily pulses was 23.16. Table 1.I reports the main parameters for
evaluating the efficiency of the experimental sessions. The main source of downtime, with a 28.4% share,
was again analysis of the experimental data (fig. 1.1). The indicator trend from 1999 to 2005 (fig. 1.2)
shows that experimental days and successful pulses are on the increase, while experimental time remains
stable.
Table 1.I – Summary of FTU operations in 2005

Jan. Feb. March April May
Total pulses

0

0

Successful pulses (sp)

0

0

I(sp)

182

383

424

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total
137

0

0

0

0

0

0

139

360

386

129

0.76

0.94

0.91

0.94

226

359

254

1965

329

235

1783

0.91 0.92

205

0.93

0.91
84.0

Potential experimental days

0

0

8.5

14.5

17.0

6

0

0

0

12

17

9

Real experimental days

0

0

8.0

14.5

17.0

6

0

0

0

8

14.5

9

77.0

0.94

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.67 0.85

1.00

0.92

I(ed)
Experimental minutes

0

0

2659

6327 7575

2387

0

0

0

3920 5674

4093 32635

Delay minutes

0

0

2523

2562 2918

1181

0

0

0

1086 3808

1434 15512

0

0.51

0.71

0.72

0.67

0.78 0.60

0.74

A(sp/d)

17.38 24.83 22.71

21.50

25.63 22.69

23.16

A(p/d)

22.75 26.41 24.94

22.83

28.25 24.76

25.52

I(et)

0.68

Delay per system (minutes)

Jan. Feb. March April May

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

%

Machine

0

0

95

132

259

215

0

0

0

11

225

29

966

Power supplies

0

0

163

269

593

20

0

0

0

192 1595

242

3074 19.8

Radiofrequency

0

0

145

301

416

41

0

0

0

12

253

123

1291

8.3

Control system

0

0

341

280

174

254

0

0

0

57

246

18

1370

8.8

DAS

0

0

533

141

57

0

0

0

0

18

70

40

859

5.5

Feedback

0

0

23

24

0

0

0

0

0

108

28

0

183

1.2

Network

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

Diagnostic system

0

0

303

253

338

52

0

0

0

147

442

299

1834 11.8

Analysis

0

0

143

911

938

598

0

0

0

446

862

504

4402 28.4

143

1

0

0

0

95

87

179

1533

1181

0

0

0

Others

0

0

777

251

TOTAL

0

0

2523

2562 2918

1086 3808

6.2

9.9

1434 15512 100
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Radiofrequency
8.3%

1.2.2 Heating systems

DAS
5.5% Feedback
1.2%

Machine
6.2%

Analysis
28.4%

Prometeo
8.8%

Others
9.9%

Diagnostic
systems
11.8%

Power supplies
19.8%

The ECRH system operated at full
performance (0.5 s/1.5 MW at plasma)
throughout the 2005 experimental
campaign. A modification to the triggering
system allowed the inclusion of gyrotrons
in a feedback loop, using electron
cyclotron power as actuator. This
technique was applied in experiments on
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) control and
disruption mitigation. The new trigger
system can switch on/off full power in less
then 50 μs, with a frequency of up to
7 kHz.

Fig. 1.1 – Downtime sources in 2005

1.2.3 Active beam diagnostics
Basic principles. With the installation of
a diagnostic neutral beam in FTU, two new
measurement systems – motional Stark
effect (MSE) and charge exchange
resonance spectroscopy (CXRS) – are
now possible and will be operating shortly.

0.9
l(et)

l(sp)

0.7

l(ed)

0.5

The first consists of polarimetric analysis of
the polarization angle of the Hα radiation
Years
emitted by a beam of fast hydrogen atoms
Fig. 1.2 – Indicator trend 1999–2005. I(sp): successful/total pulses. I(et):
injected in the plasma. The electric field
real/total experimental time. I(ed): real/total experimental days
experienced by the fast particles travelling
through the plasma magnetic field
removes the degeneracy of the hydrogen energy levels (Stark effect), giving rise to a wavelength split of
the spectroscopic lines. The polarization angle of the lines is correlated to the direction of the motional
electric field E=vxB and finally the measurement yields the direction of B along the plasma cross section.
Data from the MSE are typically used in conjunction with a simulation code which, using the experimental
data from the electrical diagnostics of the plasma, calculates the shape of the magnetic flux surfaces. The
major output of simulations using MSE data is an estimation of the safety–factor profile, which strongly
influences plasma stability.
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Charge exchange resonance spectroscopy is also based on observation of the region of plasma covered
by the diagnostic beam. The fast hydrogen atoms in the beam can propagate deeply into the plasma
column before being attenuated significantly. Light impurity ions in the plasma core are typically fully ionized
in the plasma centre; when hit by the hydrogen atoms they can capture electrons, which are then available
for transitions that would not otherwise be possible. Spectroscopic observation of lines from highly ionized
impurities permits determination of their thermal or collective motion. It is then possible to estimate ion
temperature profiles by spectral broadening of the lines, or flow velocities by Doppler displacements of their
wavelengths (probably too small in FTU).
Neutral beam injector. Due to the small accesses in the FTU vacuum vessel, the neutral beam injector
(NBI) (fig. 1.3) has forcedly a limited current and is intended only for diagnostic purposes rather than for
plasma heating. The original injector acquired from the Tokamak de Varenne team has been largely
modified in order to meet the FTU geometry and vacuum requirements. The electron source was changed
to a tungsten filament to be able to work horizontally. Its vacuum chamber and pumping system were
re–designed. The control system and data acquisition are based on distributed I/O modules. The neutral
beam injector is presently installed and aligned on FTU port #3 ready for commissioning.
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1.3 Experimental Results

Charge exchange spectroscopy. A new
high–resolution high–aperture spectrometer has
been installed for ion temperature measurements via CXRS. The instrument optics and
data acquisition were set up and tested in FTU
by viewing the natural plasma radiation.
Observation of the well–resolved Hα and Dα
lines (figs. 1.4,1.5) was used routinely to
determine the hydrogen isotopic ratio in the
2005 experimental campaign.

1.3.1 Studies on ITB sustainment and
control with pure electron heating and
current drive

10000

Intensity (arb. unit)

To adjust the wavelength reaching the detectors
in different conditions, the interference filter
orientation is controlled by stepping motors.

Fig. 1.3 – FTU neutral beam injector
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0
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4300
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Pixels
Fig. 1.4 – Shot #28021: relative intensities of Hα and Dα lines
from which the concentration ratio can be derived

4000

Intensity (arb. units)

Motional Stark effect. To obtain adequate
field and angles of view, required both for spatial
extension and for Doppler separation from the
edge Hα line, the relay optical elements are
located inside the same horizontal port as the
injector and above the beam line. The optics
consists of polarization–compensated dielectric
mirrors and SFL6 lenses. The system is
encapsulated in a plug–in that operates in the
cryogenic FTU environment and is thermally
controlled to prevent condensation of the
vacuum windows. Photo–acoustic modulators
for polarization analysis are located on external
port shafts. Fibre–optics bundles link the optical
system to the spectral selector and acquisition
system outside the torus hall. All alignments
and optical magnifications were carefully
examined and the regulations sealed before
installation as any further regulation is
impossible.

3000

2000

1000

Hα

200 ms

Dα
80 ms

1850 ms

A tokamak plasma with ITBs is the best
4200
4300
4400
4500
candidate for steady ITER operation. The
Pixels
improvement in energy confinement with
Fig. 1.5 – Shot #28410: Dα–Hα line profiles in a hydrogen
respect to the reference scenario allows lower
discharge
following a deuterium shot
plasma currents (Ip) for burning plasmas, thus
reducing the power demand for noninductive
current drive (CD) sources. Moreover, reducing the total current has the added advantage of raising the
ratio of the bootstrap current Ib to the total current Ip and then reducing even further the demand for
external CD (Ib/Ip≈ε0.5βp∝Ip–2, βp being the poloidal beta). ITBs in ITER have to be sustained at high density
(ne ≥ 1020 m–3) with largely dominant electron heating and negligible momentum input. FTU, which is a
medium–sized tokamak, R/a=0.935 m/0.3 m, BT/Ip=8 T/1.6 MA, can at present meet all these
requirements. It is equipped only with electron heating rf systems: the LH (up to 1.9 MW at fLH=8 GHz)
system is the main noninductive CD source (up to about 0.5 MA) and is also used to heat the plasma; the
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Fig. 1.6 – Time evolution of the most significant
macroscopic plasma parameters for shot #27928, a steady
ITB at normalised radius r/a~0.65
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Fig. 1.7 – Radial profiles for LH–driven current and
bootstrap current for two ITBs built at different values of qa
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Fig. 1.8 – Radial profiles of the electron temperature and of
the perpendicular hard x rays emitted by LH–generated fast
electron tail for cases with off–axis ECH (continuous line)
and no ECH (dashed line)

electron cyclotron (EC) system (up to 1.5 MW at
fEC=140 GHz) allows strong local heating and acts
as a fine CD radial–profile controller.
By combining the LH and EC waves, ITBs are
obtained in almost full CD conditions, up to peak
densities ne0>1.3×1020 m–3, central electron
temperatures Te0≈5.5 keV and improvement of the
global energy confinement time τE up to 1.6 times
that derived from ITER97–L scaling predictions
[1.1]. Barriers are sustained for as long as the
heating pulse is applied (>35×τE and ~1τR/L, the
Ohmic current relaxation time). At ne0≈0.8×1020
m–3, Te0 can be larger than 11 keV. A natural
consequence of having the barrier fully sustained by
off–axis lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) is the
good alignment of the bootstrap current, generated
by the ITB large pressure gradients, with the
LH–driven current. Ib/Ip up to 30% have been
obtained [1.1]. Ions are significantly heated via
collisions, with an increment in the ion central
temperature ΔTio/Ti0≥35%, even though thermal
equilibrium with electrons cannot be attained as the
e––i+ equipartition time is always 4–5 times longer
than τE.
The main effort in 2005 concerned putting into
operation methods to control the barrier strength
and radial width, while achieving a quasi steady
state. The ITB radius can be varied in the range
0.3≤r/a≤0.67 by acting primarily on the LH–driven
current radial profile jLH(r). An example of a wide
steady barrier is given in figure 1.6. A normalised
radius as wide as rITB/a~0.65×(a=plasma minor
radius) is obtained with peripheral LH absorption,
with significant help also from off–axis electron
cyclotron current drive (ECCD) with IEC~30 kA at
r/a~0.3. Peripheral LH absorption and CD are
favoured primarily by low safety factors qa, and to a
lower extent by broader Te(r). The latter can, in turn,
be affected by off–axis electron cyclotron heating
(ECH), even though important modifications would
require a large amount of EC power because of the
larger plasma volume involved and the lower
confinement properties. The effect of varying qa on
the LH absorption and CD is shown in figure 1.7,
together with the bootstrap current profiles. Figure
1.8 shows the influence of different temperature
radial profiles. The distribution of the driven LH
current is given as the radial profile of the hard x rays
emitted perpendicularly to the toroidal magnetic
field by the LH–generated fast electron tail. ECCD is
also very effective in building barriers at high density
in the counter CD configuration as it effectively
removes current from the centre, stabilises the
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minor radius (m)

sawteeth and allows the formation of a slightly inverted
current profile [1.1].
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Te(r)

4
LH only
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2
0

ITB region

0.03

ρ*

b)

T

0.02
T

Another reactor–relevant ITB feature has been
investigated in FTU [1.2], as in other tokamaks such as
JET [1.3], Tore Supra [1.4] and Asdex Upgrade [1.5];
namely, the behaviour of the density profiles. The profiles
should be kept as peaked as possible to maximise the
fusion power production, but the absence of the toroidal
electric field in the steady reactor scenario, in full CD
conditions, eliminates the particle neoclassical inward
Ware pinch and could then prevent peaking. FTU has
shown that in such cases the density profiles are actually
only slightly affected: a good peaking factor ne0/<ne>~1.7
is preserved at all densities in full CD. This anomalous
inward particle transport is in turn largely subjected to the
level of the turbulence, both trapped electron and ion
temperature gradient modes, whose (de)stabilisation
strongly depends on the temperature gradient and
collisionality. It still remains to be understood what this
implies for the density profiles in ITER, where the
electron–ion collisionality will be much reduced.

0.1

8

ITB threshold

ρ*

The ITB strength, measured in terms of the magnitude of
the normalised scale length of the temperature profile
ρ*T=ρL,s/LT (ρL,s is the Larmor radius of the ions moving at
sound velocity and LT=Te/(δTe/dr) can instead be varied
within a large range by adjusting the level of the EC
heating inside the barrier, as shown in figure 1.9 where the
radial profiles of the electron temperature and ρ*T are
plotted for two ITB phases with LHCD only and with
LHCD+ECH.
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Fig. 1.9 – Variation in strength of the barrier for
strong inside EC heating. a) Electron temperature
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temperature. Note how the ITB radius stays
unchanged on application of EC heating
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1.3.2 Liquid lithium limiter experiment
The experiment to test a liquid lithium limiter (LLL) with a
capillary–pore system (CPS) on FTU was started at the
end of 2005. The programme was focussed on two
different important issues: 1) to test lithization as a
conditioning technique for depositing a thin Li film on the
vacuum chamber wall by employing the LLL as a lithium
source during the plasma discharge and 2) to investigate
the technological aspects related to the use of the CPS
LLL system as a plasma–facing component.
With regard to the first point, it was possible to complete
the study of the characteristics of the FTU plasma with
different dominant impurities, from low Z (Li, B, Si) up to
medium–high Z (Ti, Ni, Mo, W). Li, B, Si and Ti were
selected due to their very good gettering properties for
light impurities (oxygen and carbon) and deuterium
particles.
The second point mainly concerned the capability of the
CPS system to control high heat loads, ensure
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self–regeneration of the plasma–facing surface
and confine the lithium inside the capillary
structure despite the electromagnetic (em) forces
jxB drawing the liquid into the plasma.

Fig. 1.10 – LLL system with the three units fixed on the
supporting structure. Also visible are the Langmuir probes
between units and the protection shields placed on the top of
the units to avoid lithium/air contact

Preliminary studies carried out on the CPS before
its construction included thermal and em analysis
with the ANSYS code and an estimation of the
influence of the em pressure on the lithium
confinement in the case of hard disruptions at
BT=8 T and Ip=1.0 MA [1.6]. Another important
study was focussed on the chemical reactivity of
lithium with air and with water vapour in order to
define the safety procedures required to reduce
the risks in handling lithium [1.7].

The lithium limiter is formed of three separate
electrically insulated modules consisting of a
surface layer of stainless steel wire meshes, similar to that of the T–11 lithium limiter [1.8]. The surface
facing the plasma is refilled through capillary forces by a liquid lithium reservoir placed on the bottom of the
three–module structure. The limiter is equipped with different diagnostics to monitor the lithium surface
and the parameters of the plasma close to the LLL position. Infrared detectors viewing the lithium surface
and thermocouples (two per module) are used for temperature measurements. The electron density and
temperature in the scrape–off layer (SOL) are monitored by two Langmuir probes placed in the intermediate
space between the modules. Other probes are also installed in different poloidal and toroidal locations to
investigate the plasma edge. Figure 1.10 shows the LLL system before installation on FTU.
Lithization is performed by combining physical sputtering by plasma ions and evaporation due to the
thermal load, which can be controlled by acting on the plasma position through the equilibrium control
coils.
In this first experimental campaign the LLL was tested in Ohmic plasma discharges with BT=6 T,
Ip=0.5–0.9 MA and average electron density ne from 0.15 to 2.6×1020 m–3. The physical programme of
lithization was largely completed and the lithization procedure optimised following the temporal evolution
of the LiIII spectral line at 135 Å. Before lithization the limiter is heated up to the melting temperature (about
200°C) and then introduced at +0.5 cm inside the vacuum chamber and maintained in this position for
three identical shots with the following characteristics: BT=6 T, Ip=0.5 MA and average electron density
ne=0.6x1020 m–3. The experimental data clearly show that lithization of the FTU vacuum vessel [1.9] results
in better plasma performance, also in comparison with boronization [1.10]. After lithization the UV spectra
are dominated by lithium lines and Zeff is equal to 1.5 at low density (<0.5×1020 m–3) and 1.0 at higher
density (>1.0×1020 m–3). As a consequence of the Zeff reduction, the loop voltage is lower than after
boronization for the same plasma currents. The total radiated power is maintained below 40% for all the
explored plasma conditions. The most impressive result is the strong capability of lithium to pump
hydrogen particles, which has allowed the range of plasma operations to be extended to the lowest
electron density ever reached on FTU (1.5×1019 m–3). This pumping effect together with the low radiative
losses characterising these plasmas have led to significant modifications in the SOL, especially in its
electron temperature. As an example figure 1.11 shows the radial profiles of the electron density and
temperature in the SOL for the probe closest to the limiter, for Ohmic discharges obtained before (#28482)
and after (#28555 and #28592) lithization. No significant differences are found for the electron density,
while an electron temperature higher than about 10 eV is observed after lithization. These experimental
results are accounted for by the lower particle recycling and radiation losses, as found by simulations with
the 2D multifluid EPIT code for SOL particle dynamics.
The behaviour of the LLL as first–wall material was successfully tested for 1–10 MW/m2 thermal loads
obtained in different operational modes. Thermal analysis was carried out by applying the ANSYS code
and by using the 2D model for the layer that reproduces the experimental values of electron density and
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Fig. 1.11 – Experimental data (symbols) and fits (lines) of radial profiles of a) electron density and b) electron
temperature in the SOL before (#28482) and after lithization (#28555 and 28592)

temperature close to the limiter surface.
There is evidence in some cases that the Li surface
temperature does not increase for the whole
duration of plasma interaction, but that it reaches a
stationary phase when in the presence of a
dissipative heat process. No anomalous
phenomena, such as “lithium bloom” [1.3], occur
during plasma discharges and no surface damage
has been observed on the LLL after operations
(fig.1.12), even in the case of a plasma disruption.

1.3.3 MHD studies
MHD studies in hybrid plasmas. The "hybrid"
regime has emerged as a promising scenario from
a number of tokamak experiments. The
distinguishing feature of this regime with respect to
the standard H–mode is the absence of any strong
sawtooth activity, which is achieved by current
profile optimisation. At JET in 2004, hybrid
scenarios were developed with strong ion
cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), which
simulates burning plasma physics issues such as
central electron heating and super–Alfvénic ions.
Typical parameters were BT=3.2 T, 3.8 ≤q95≤ 5.5,
up to 10 MW of ICRH at 51 MHz with 4% H
minority, normalised beta βN≤ 1.5 (power limited),
central temperatures Te~10 keV, Ti~6 keV, central
density ne~3×1019 m–3.
Spectrograms of magnetic signals feature three
interesting frequency bands (fig. 1.13). Lines in the
band above 500 kHz lie in the range of
ellipticity–induced Alfvén eigenmodes (EAEs)
centred at the q=1 surface. Lines around 160 kHz

Fig. 1.12 – LLL surface after exposure to the plasma. No
evidence of surface damage is observed
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correspond to toroidicity–induced Alfvén
eigenmodes (TAEs) at q~1.5. The line at
21 kHz is a saturated n=3 neoclassical tearing
mode (NTM). Modes that cyclically flare up
below 10 kHz have n=1 toroidal number and
internal kink–like structures like sawtooth
precursors; these modes correspond to the
so–called “slow sawtooth” activity [1.11].
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Inter–machine scaling of Alfvén–like
modes excited by magnetic islands in
FTU and TEXTOR.
The excitation of
high–frequency (HF) waves in the presence of
large magnetic islands was discovered in
FTU. Wave frequencies are well above the
island rotation frequency, one order of
magnitude below the first toroidal gap in the
Alfvén continuum and of the same order as
the low–frequency gap introduced by finite
beta effects (beta–induced Alfvén eigenmode
[BAE] gap). Observation of HF in Ohmic
plasmas, i.e., in the absence of fast ions that
could drive Alfvén waves, led to the
identification of a new excitation mechanism
based on nonlinear wave interactions. These
results are summarised in [1.12].
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Fig. 1.13 – Spectrogram of a magnetic signal in JET hybrid
discharge #62779 with B=3.2 T, I=2.3 MA, PICRH=7.6 MW,
PNBI=7.8 MW, q95=4.6, βN=1.4. Sampling rate 2 MHz, Fourier
transform block nfft=8192

Topology of m=1 magnetic islands. The topology of magnetic islands with m=1 dominant poloidal
mode number, as observed both in tokamaks and in reversed field pinches (single–helicity states), cannot
be explained by a single harmonic perturbation of an
axisymmetric configuration. In order to understand the
island structure and to form a basis for future transport
60
FTU
and stability studies, the problem of nonlinear island
equilibrium was tackled by using a helical modification of
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Fig. 1.14 – HF mode frequency vs BAE frequency scaling
calculated with central temperature and Te=Ti. Solid red
line: fit to TEXTOR data only, slope 0.38. Blue line: same
for FTU, slope 0.35. Slopes are below unity since use of
central electron temperature instead of ion temperature
at the m=2 island gives an overestimate of the BAE
frequency
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To check the interpretation of the observed
waves as BAEs, the predicted frequency scaling fBAE≅(1/2πR)(2Ti/mi)1/2 (7/4+Te/Ti)1/2 was compared with
experimental results from FTU and TEXTOR [1.13]. Figure 1.14 shows that separate fits for each machine
give essentially the same slope, confirming that frequency scaling resulting from nonlinear excitation of
BAEs by three–wave coupling with the magnetic island is consistent with experimental data.
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Fig. 1.15 – Contour plot of the helical magnetic flux from the
solution of the nonlinear Grad–Shafranov equation for typical FTU
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the Grad–Shafranov equation, with full nonlinear behaviour retained in a region of finite width around the
q=1 surface [1.14]. The study was focussed on a tokamak geometry, but with some modification can be
extended to a reversed field pinch. Figure 1.15 shows the flux contours resulting from the equilibrium
calculation.
MHD mode analysis by tomographic techniques.
Lao–Hirschman geometry:

The plasma surfaces are defined by the

R=R0(x)+xcosθ+R2(x) cos 2θ

(1.1)

z=E(x) (x sinθ–R2(x) sin 2θ)

(1.2)

with 0<x<a, a being the plasma radius; θ is the poloidal angle, R0 is the centre of the plasma surface, x the
coordinate along the horizontal plane, E the ellipticity of the surface and R2 its triangularity; z is the
coordinate along the vertical axis. Asymmetric terms can be added without foreseeable problems. For the
moment E is set to E(x)=E0+E2(x/a)2 and R2(x)=R2 (x/a)4. In principle these quantities can be obtained from
the tomography itself, using both vertical and horizontal pinhole cameras. To carry out a tomographic
inversion, the tangent and crossing points of all lines–of–sight with all plasma surfaces have to be calculated.
Because the triangularity is much smaller than unity, these equations are readily solved for q. A
second–order scheme was used to calculate the matrix
elements for the tomographic inversion [1.15,1.16], and the
rotation of the MHD modes was used to map the modes on
the poloidal plane, where it is assumed that the mode phases
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have a frequency twice that of the n=1 modes.
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An example of a plasma cross section when large MHD modes
are introduced by impurity laser blow–off is given in figure 1.16.
Since only one camera is used in this case, only one pair of
even and odd modes can be determined at each surface. The
actual value of the m,n pair taken is then determined by the
local value of the safety factor q(r). In this way the deformation
of the plasma surfaces by the m=6 to m=1 and n=1 modes
can be seen in the figure. The m,n=6,1 is located at the plasma
edge and the 1,1 in the plasma centre. A 3,2 mode is also
visible in the centre. The dominant mode is the 2,1 at r=0.18 m,
which is at the position of the q=2 surface as calculated by the
equilibrium reconstruction code.
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1.3.4 Electron cyclotron current drive

η20×1020A/(Wm2)

0.03

The ECRH system was widely used in current drive
experiments. The efficiency obtained follows the expected
theoretical evaluation (fig. 1.17), although the experimental
measurement of the EC current drive (~20 kA) is small if
compared with the Ohmic (350 kA).
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Other experiments based on suprathermal interaction
between EC waves and LHCD–sustained plasma have been
carried out to study the synergetic current drive. In this
scheme the fast electrons generated by LHCD interact with
EC waves and exploit the down–shift of the cyclotron
frequency because of the relativistic effect. Thus the
interaction takes place at higher field (7 T) than that resonating
for bulk electrons (5 T). Measured overall CD efficiency is
found to be around 0.2×1020 AW–1 m–3, of the same order as
the LHCD efficiency on FTU, despite the inclusion of EC
power (up to 1 MW and equal to LH power) in the calculation.
The derived suprathermal ECCD efficiency is 10 times that
measured for thermal interaction (0.1×1020 AW–1 m–3).

1.3.5 Data analysis studies
During the 2005 experimental campaign, the Data–Analysis Group participated in FTU operation as
session leader and coordinator of experiments on runaway mitigation, prepared the plasma scenarios for
the lithium limiter experiments and studied the technique of digital pulse shape discrimination (DPSD) by
means of tests on FTU and in the laboratory.
Experiments on runaway mitigation in disruptions with ECRH. ECRH is triggered at disruption by
the loop voltage exceeding a preset value. It was shown that by applying ECRH, disruptions can be
avoided and/or runaway emission reduced. Preliminary results were presented at the 2005 EPS
conference [1.17]. The effect of ECRH and LH on the suppression of runaway electrons during the Ohmic
phase of FTU discharges was analysed and the results published [1.18,1.19]. The work was done in
collaboration with the Carlos III University (Madrid) and the Institute of Plasma Physics (Milan).
Digital pulse shape discrimination. The performance of a DPSD system based on a 200 MS/s
commercial digitizer, applied to various organic scintillators (NE213, stilbene and anthracene), was
investigated in collaboration with TRINITI (Russian Federation) [1.20]. The system is ITER–relevant thanks
to the post–experiment reprocessing capability and the possibility of extending the count–rate range of
neutron measurements to high–intensity radiation field measurements.

1.3.6 Experiments/modelling of ITBs obtained by LHCD and ECH
Noninductive current driven by externally launched LH radiofrequency provides an important facility for
controlling magnetic shear and, consequently, for enhancing the performance of ITBs. The ITB is a
configuration of the plasma column, in which the volume inside a certain radius has thermal insulation
significantly better than outside. The experiments of long–lasting ITBs performed for the first time on JET,
modelled by considering the wave physics of the edge, indicated that LHCD produces a low/negative
magnetic shear profile in the outer half of plasma [1.21]. This result is important for interpreting and
designing ITER–relevant experiments aimed at improving plasma confinement.
A similar approach is applied to ITBs produced at high magnetic field (7.5 T) and plasma current (0.8 MA)
on FTU, and by utilising LHCD (up to 2 MW at 8 GHz) and ECH (up to 1 MW at 144 GHz). The evolution
of the q– and s–profiles was modelled utilising the JETTO transport code, which solves the electron and
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ion energy conservation equation and Faraday equation on the equilibrium reconstructed from magnetic
measurements. Neoclassical resistivity was assumed, and the kinetic temperature profiles, radiation losses
and effective ion charge profiles provided by diagnostics measurements were utilised as inputs. The JETTO
code was implemented with a ray–tracing code in toroidal geometry, utilising a 2D Fokker–Planck solver
and including the edge physics in order to provide LH deposition profiles having the required precision. A
reasonable modelling of the q and magnetic shear (s) profile evolution was performed, which is useful for
interpreting the temperature evolution of ITBs that can be achieved at high currents (Ip) and magnetic fields
(BT) on FTU by assuming a well–assessed transport model. The modelling was supported by experimental
evidence, obtained for the first time in these operating conditions, that a strong ITB is efficiently produced
by applying a relatively low LHCD fraction (~30%) during the current ramp–up. The ITB characteristics are
expected to be significantly enhanced by injecting ECH.
By considering the phase of ramp–up of a reference experiment of FTU performed at high Ip, BT, and with
Ohmic power only, the evolution of the central electron temperature predicted by utilising the JETTO code
was compared with the diagnostics measurements. The Te evolution was predicted also in the case of
LHCD applied during the current ramp, keeping fixed the other parameters.
The JETTO code was used in both the predictive and the interpretive mode. In the interpretative mode, the
thermal conductivity (χe) profile was derived. The Ti profile evolution was also modelled assuming
neoclassical transport, in which the ion diffusion coefficient is varied according to an anomaly factor (αAnom)
so as to reproduce the neutron flux.
In the predictive mode, the electron and ion temperature profiles were calculated by utilising the
Bohm–gyroBohm transport model [1.22]. In both modes, the q– and s–profile evolution is calculated by
solving the equilibrium equations for the experimental parameters considered. The initial profile of plasma
current is set by the constraint that the q–profile evolution crosses the q=1 surface at the average of the
time points of the sawtooth onset observed in the class of experiments performed in conditions similar to
those considered for the modelling.

A

The time evolution of the main parameters of the reference
experiment utilised for the modelling is shown in figure 1.18.
The central electron temperature as measured in the
experiment was modelled in the predictive mode without LH
coupling, and by assuming the coupling of LH power steps.
Ohmic power remains the main heating source both in the
experiment and in the modelling with LHCD. In the
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Figure 1.19 shows the evolution of the q– and s–profiles
modelled by the JETTO code, considering the same
parameters as shown in figure 1.18. The modelling of the
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LH power deposition profile (not shown in the figure) used
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as input in the JETTO code shows that most of the
power is deposited in the inner half of plasma, with peaks
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around the magnetic flux coordinates ρ~0.07 m and
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Te~2 keV and the Te step gradient is large. The current
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Fig. 1.19 – Evolution of the q– and s–profiles, as
reversed q–profile is expected to occur (in the Ohmic case)
obtained by the JETTO code; a) considering
in the early phase of the current ramp–up (at t=0.17s) until
Ohmic power only; b) by injecting LH power to
the q=1 surface appears at t=0.23 (which is close to the
induce current drive
sawtooth onset time). For the LHCD case, q>1 is expected
to occur up to the maximum time point (t=0.60 s) analysed.
LHCD properly applied during the current ramp–up might thus be suitable for inhibiting the crossing with
the q=1 surface and for maintaining a layer with negative/low magnetic shear inside one third of the minor
radius. Such conditions are useful both for avoiding the occurrence of MHD activity, detrimental to
confinement, and for reducing the transport via inhibition of the turbulence.
1

Operating at high magnetic field and current with a relatively small (~30%) current driven by externally
launched LH power during the current ramp–up should provide a useful tool for producing
high–performance ITBs in FTU. The phase with negative and low magnetic shear produced by Ohmic
current diffusion is expected to be sustained in time due to the effect of the LHCD. The modelling is
supported by experimental evidence that an ITB persists during the whole phase of the current ramp–up,
when the LH power is properly coupled. No MHD activity, which might cause ITB collapse, is observed, as
occurred instead in experiments utilising LHCD at lower magnetic field and current. In addition, the quality
of the confinement is better than in those experiments, which also required the coupling of higher additional
rf power to get a pressure profile similar to that obtained at higher magnetic field and current.
Further experiments will be performed in FTU to complete the assessment for operations with LHCD.

1.4 Plasma Theory

1.4.1 Introduction
The theory of propagation and absorption of rf waves in toroidal plasmas was explored in its more basic
aspects as well as with detailed applications of practical relevance, such as broadening of the LH–wave
spectrum in JET and modelling and analysis of the JET ICRH experiments characterised by ITBs. Both the
analyses also have implications of a more general character.
The investigation of energetic ion dynamics in burning plasmas was articulated along three main lines: i)
identification of the relevant plasma parameters that make it possible to experimentally study burning
plasma physics issues in sub–ignited regimes; ii) numerical simulation of energetic ion transport and
nonlinear Alfvénic fluctuations in situations of experimental relevance in present–day experiments; iii)
first–principle–based analysis of the fundamental processes involved in the collective excitation of Alfvénic
modes and in fluctuation–enhanced energetic ion transport.
Theoretical analyses of turbulent plasma transport and interpretation of FTU experimental results were
performed by means of the simplified semi–analytical code KineZero, with particular emphasis on the role
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of collisionality in high–density plasmas, such as those typically obtained on FTU and characteristic of
burning plasma operations.
A collaboration was started with the Department of Physical Sciences of the University of Naples in a new
research field – the study of complex (dusty) plasmas in fusion reactors and related problems.

1.4.2 Spectral broadening of LH waves produced by parametric instability in CD
experiments on tokamak plasmas
To explain the results of the non–inductive current produced in LHCD experiments, a broadening of the rf
power spectrum coupled to tokamak plasmas must occur [1.23]. The modelling, supported by diagnostic
measurements, shows that the parametric instability (PI) driven by ion sound quasi–modes, which occur in
the SOL located near the antenna mouth, produces a significant broadening of the launched LH spectrum.
Considering the parameters of the JET LHCD experiments and of other machines as well, the PI growth
rate is high enough to produce compensation for the convective losses and, consequently, broadening of
a small fraction (of the order of 10%) of the launched power spectrum. This phenomenon is identified as
being intrinsic to the rf power coupling in LHCD experiments. A main result of considering such spectral
broadening in modelling the LH deposition profile was the successful interpretation of the experiments of
LHCD–sustained ITBs in JET. This work is significant in the long–lasting debate on the question of the
so–called spectral gap in LHCD. PI–induced spectral broadening is relevant to the design of LHCD
scenarios for future fusion research programmes, where control of the plasma–current profile in the outer
half of the plasma is important.

1.4.3 Modelling and analysis of JET ICRH experiments characterised by ITBs
An electron ITB is obtained by using LHCD (in localised deposition) for JET tokamak plasmas. To establish
whether the physical mechanism involved in the electron ITB is the same as that in an ion ITB, the plasma
ions were directly heated by ICRH in the “minority heating
regime” without momentum injection from outside (no neutral
beam injection) [1.24]. In this context, detailed analysis and
modelling of the ICRH is very important in order to establish,
first, the optimum 3He concentration that maximises the
minority heating and excludes the mode conversion regime
[1.23] R. Cesario et al., Spectral
and, second, to determine how much power goes to the
broadening of lower hybrid waves
majority ions, minority ions and electrons, and the consequent
produced by parametric instability in
collisional power transfer from the minority ion energetic tail to
current drive experiments of tokamak
majority ions and electrons. This task was performed with the
plasmas, to be published in Nucl.
use both of complex ray tracing and of full–wave numerical
Fusion
codes which include the JET geometry (flux surface
[1.24] F. Crisanti et al., Experimental
coordinates) and take into account the antenna radiated field
evidence of ion internal transport
pattern. The results of the study, summarised in a power
barrier without injection of external
deposition profile for all the species, could be a starting point
momentum input, presented at the
for a transport analysis showing the temporal evolution of the
Transport Task Force Meeting (Varenna
profiles in the presence of an ITB. A very accurate analysis of
2004)
two discharges, showing a transient ion ITB when the ion
3
[1.25] A. Cardinali, Modellazione di
heating is maximised by a suitable He concentration, was
esperimenti alla frequenza ionico
obtained and compared with the experimental results [1.25].
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the minority scheme (H or 3He) can indeed produce fast particles that, with an appropriate choice of the
minority concentration, rf power, plasma density and temperature, can reproduce the dimensionless
parameters, the fast–particle normalised radius and the fast–particle beta characterising fusion products
and energetic–ions in ITER. Thus, a device operating with deuterium plasmas in a dimensionless parameter
range as close as possible to that of ITER and equipped with ICRH as the main heating scheme would be
able to reproduce the most important features of alpha–particle heated plasmas and would, therefore, be
capable of assessing the relevant scenarios before their implementation on ITER itself. The aim of this work
was to determine the characteristic fast–ion parameters by solving the coupled problems of ICRH
propagation and quasi–linear absorption. The 2D full–wave code TORIC was used in connection with the
SSQLFP code, which solves the quasi–linear Fokker–Planck equation in 2D velocity space. Using the
reference parameters considered for the FT3 conceptual study [1.26], the power deposition profiles on the
ion minority, majority and electrons were first determined; then, the effective temperature of the minority ion
tail and the fraction of fast ions were evaluated. In addition, the quasi–linear analysis predicted how much
of the power absorbed by the minority will be redistributed by collisions on the main species of the plasma:
electrons and majority ions.

1.4.5 Theory of beta–induced Alfvén eigenmodes
Beta–induced Alfvén–eigenmodes (BAEs) have frequency located in the low–frequency beta–induced gap
in the shear–Alfvén continuous spectrum, which is caused by finite plasma compressibility [1.27–1.29].
Their excitation can be due to the presence of fast ions and/or sharp thermal ion temperature gradients;
however, recent observations in FTU have revealed the presence of modes, whose frequency is consistent
with that of BAEs, coexisting with a large magnetic island [1.12], in the absence of fast ions and without
direct thermal ion heating. In this framework, the magnetic island appears to play a causal role in the
excitation of modes at BAE frequencies. It was inferred that such modes were marginally stable and
became nonlinearly excited above a critical amplitude threshold of the magnetic island. To understand this
threshold, it is crucial to determine the proximity of BAE modes to marginal stability.
A kinetic stability analysis [1.29,1.30] of BAEs was carried out, which includes the effects of finite resistivity,
which can play an important role in the high–density FTU plasmas. The analysis led to a dispersion relation
for BAE modes, whose solution will be compared with experimental results. This relation was obtained by
asymptotically matching the kinetic–resistive layer solution with that of the ideal MHD region.

1.4.6 Particle simulation analysis of energetic–particle and Alfvén–mode dynamics in
JT–60U discharges
In collaboration with the Japan Atomic Energy Agency Naka, Japan, particle simulations of a typical
negative neutral beam (NNB)–heated JT–60U discharge were performed with the hybrid MHD–gyrokinetic
particle–in–cell code (HMGC) [1.31].
Two different types of bursting modes were observed by MHD spectrography in auxiliary heated NNB
discharges in the JT–60U tokamak [1.28]. One of the modes has been dubbed the “fast frequency
sweeping” (FS) mode. It is characterised by a timescale of the order of a few milliseconds and frequencies
branching upwards and downwards. The other mode, called the “abrupt large–amplitude event” (ALE), has
a shorter timescale (order of a hundred microseconds) and larger amplitude. On the occurrence of ALEs,
a significant reduction in the neutron emission rate in the central plasma region is observed. Such a change
can be attributed to a redistribution of the energetic ions, with a marked reduction in their on–axis density
[1.32,1.33].
In the HMGC simulations, it is observed that the linear–growth phase is dominated by a fast–growing mode
(γ/ω≈0.5), located around the maximum energetic–particle pressure gradient (r/a≈0.5), with significant
coupling with the Alfvén continuum, showing the energetic–particle–driven nature of the mode (fig. 1.20,
left). The saturated phase presents a complex phenomenology. At an earlier stage, the configuration is
dominated by a TAE–like mode, localised around r/a≈0.8. The original mode, localised at half radius, is
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Fig. 1.20 – Contour plots of the power spectrum of the fluctuating scalar potential in the (ω,r) plane, for a typical JT–60U
discharge (E036378), during the linear–growth phase (left) and the earlier (centre) and later (right) saturated phase. The
Alfvén continuum spectrum is also plotted

replaced by a couple of nearly degenerate modes. A weak central mode also appears, with frequency well
localised in the continuum gap (fig. 1.20, centre). Later, the central mode becomes dominant, while the
external mode still persists at lower amplitudes (fig. 1.20, right).
As the nonlinear effects become important, a macroscopic outward displacement of the energetic particles
is observed, producing a significant reduction in their density in the central region. The fact that such a
reduction extends up to the magnetic axis can be ascribed both to the large radial extension of the mode
and to the large orbit width of energetic ions. Numerical results seem to reproduce quite well the relaxed
fast–ion profile observed experimentally. This can be seen from figure 1.21, which also reports the results
obtained for cases characterised by lower energetic–ion energy content (<βE>). In addition, the radial
displacement of the energetic ions reduces with decreasing
<βE>, indicating the existence of a threshold for the
occurrence of this phenomenon.
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In such lower <βE> cases, the frequency splitting phenomenon is more apparent. This phenomenon could
be related to the experimentally observed branching of the fast FS. To address this point, as well as the
resemblance of the higher <βE> findings to ALE dynamics, the contour plots of the power spectrum
amplitude (integrated over the whole radius) in the frequency–time space are shown (fig. 1.22) for three
different cases characterised by decreasing values of <βE>. Both the dependence of the time scales on
the drive intensity and the marked frequency splitting emerging in the weaker case support the idea of
identifying the strongly driven mode observed in the large <βE> case as being responsible for ALE events,
and the weaker modes found in the low <βE> case as being the fast FS modes.

1.4.7 Resonant and non–resonant particle dynamics in Alfvén mode excitations
The following work is the result of a collaboration with the University of California at Irvine. Alfvén instabilities
that tap the expansion free–energy from energetic particle spatial gradients have linear growth as well as
transport rates proportional to the mode number [1.34]: thus, short wavelengths tend to be favoured. On
the other hand, due to the fundamental role of wave–particle interactions in the transport processes [1.34],
the typical lower bound for the perpendicular mode wavelength λ⊥ is set by the characteristic fast–ion orbit
width which, in toroidal devices such as tokamaks, is determined by magnetic curvature and grad–B drifts
and is generally larger than the energetic ion Larmor radius, ρE. For this reason, modes with λ⊥≥ρE are
expected to play a dominant role in resonant excitations of collective Alfvén instabilities as well as in
producing fluctuation–enhanced fast–ion transport. Thus, they are crucially important to understanding
alpha–particle confinement and collective behaviour in burning plasmas. It has been shown that in the long
wavelength limit, λ⊥≥ρE, all modes of the shear Alfvén branch [1.35] having frequencies in the range
between the thermal ion transit and Alfvén frequency can be consistently described by one single general
fishbone–like dispersion relation [1.36]. The crucial but different roles played by resonant and non–resonant
energetic ions in two types of Alfvén modes generally predicted to exist have also been elucidated, i.e., the
discrete shear Alfvén gap mode, or Alfvén eigenmode (AE), and the energetic particle continuum mode
(EPM) [1.36]. More specifically, it has been shown that resonant fast–ion dynamics in toroidal plasmas enter
via the magnetic drift curvature coupling in the vorticity equation, while the non–resonant response has
various contributions, whose relative weight depends on the ratio of the characteristic fast–ion orbit width
to the perpendicular mode wavelength [1.37].
The large magnetic drift orbit width limit ρdE≥λ⊥ has been analysed due to its relevance to the theoretical
interpretation [1.38] of Alfvén cascades (ACs) [1.39]. As the magnetic drift orbit width is larger than the
Larmor radius ρdE>ρE, no specific ordering between ρE and λ⊥ was assumed: the relevance of the long
wavelength limit λ⊥≥ρE was derived as a result of the general analysis. The same results were used to argue
the necessity of consistently treating wave–particle resonant interactions even for λ⊥<ρE. Also studied were
the different experimental observations of fast–ion behaviour in the presence of collective modes due to
fast–ion energy [1.37].
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1.4.8 The charge uncovering ‘vexata questio’
This work is the result of a collaboration with the University of California at Irvine. The charge uncovering
concept, viewed as the currents in the core component balancing the charge uncovering effect due to the
large orbits of energetic ions [1.40–1.42], and its generalisations have been thoroughly discussed [1.37]. It
has been demonstrated that the optimal wavelength ordering for analysing energetic–ion transport in
burning plasmas is not ρE/λ⊥→∞ [1.43], but rather λ⊥≥ρE as considered in [1.36], such that both resonant
and non–resonant fast–ion behaviour is dominated by the
magnetic drift curvature coupling, and the energetic–ion
dynamics, including the charge uncovering effect [1.40–1.42],
is fully accounted for [1.44].
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From equation (1.3) a new dispersion relation was written for
drift modes. The new dispersion relation was solved
numerically by the modified KineZero code. Two more
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The new stability thresholds for drift modes were
computed at different collisionalities and it was found
that the TEM and ITG stability curves merge for
increasing collisionality Αν∝νfe (fig. 1.23). Results of
microstability
analyses
of
FTU
discharges,
characterised by electron ITBs, suggest that turbulence
is characterised by pure ITG modes at the FTU
collisionality values [1.48]. Parametric studies of JET
and FTU discharge microstability are being carried out
to understand the relevance of different parameters to
the drift electrostatic turbulence stability in different
fusion plasma conditions.

1.4.10 Dusty plasmas
In fusion reactors, the presence of dust can have an impact both on safety and on performance
[1.49,1.50]. As a preliminary result of the collaboration with the Department of Physical Sciences of the
University of Naples, a new approach to the problem of the interaction of dust particles in plasmas has
been developed in the framework of collisional hydrodynamic equations of dusty plasmas [1.51]. With this
approach linear screening is strongly influenced by collisions and can substantially differ from Debye
screening, due to the variable charge on the dust particles. In the presence of friction forces, the attraction
of negatively charged dust particles can occur due to over–screening by ion fluxes emitted from the grain
surface. In dusty plasmas of astrophysical interest, this effect might produce non–gravitationally bound
systems, such as dust clouds when the ionization is produced by cosmic rays, and the attractive potential
found should be included to evaluate the virial mass. The analysis will be extended to tokamak plasmas,
based on a system of collisional hydrodynamic equations of dusty plasmas in the presence of magnetic
fields.

1.5 JET Collaboration

1.5.1 Introduction
The JET machine did not operate in 2005 because of a long shutdown devoted to the integration of 19
new diagnostic systems, a new divertor, NBI upgrades and implementation of a new ICRH antenna.
ENEA’s involvement in the European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA)–JET work programme in
2005 concerned the definition of proposals for the experimental programme of the C15–C17 campaigns
(2005–2006) and participation in the JET enhancement programme (EP). ENEA also provided two task
force (TF) leaders (Transport and Diagnostics), one deputy TF leader (Advanced Tokamak Scenario) and an
EFDA close–support unit.
The participation of the Euratom–ENEA Association in orders (contracts between Euratom and EU
Associations) for the JET campaigns is close to 18% of the total and aligned with the contributions of the
UKAEA, CEA and the Max–Planck Institute for Plasma Physics (IPP) Associations.

1.5.2 Participation in the JET–EP
JET neutron profile monitor: fast data acquisition system for neutron/gamma discrimination.
The analogue electronics currently used for discrimination between neutrons and γ–rays in the NE213
detectors of the JET neutron camera is obsolete (count rate limitation and out of production). A digital
replacement is being built, with additional features such as handling of raw data obtained with a higher
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High–resolution Thomson scattering system:
0.4
development of tools for calibration and data
analysis. The new high–resolution Thomson scattering
(HRTS) system measures the electron temperature and
0
density along the main machine diameter from R=2.9 m to
-0.2
R=3.9 m, with a spatial resolution of 15 mm and a
750
850
950
1050
repetition rate of 20 Hz. The laser beam is injected into the
nm
Fig. 1.24 – Spectral transmission of an edge
plasma using an equatorial port, and the scattered light is
polychromator of the HRTS system: the vertical axis is
collected in the vertical port via a 200–mm–diam window.
measured by avalanche photodiodes; the horizontal
The system measures the scattered light spectrum
axis is the wavelength of incoming radiation
(related to the electron temperature) and number of
scattered photons (related to plasma density). Spectral
analysis of the scattered light is performed by 21 filter
polychromators, with four spectral channels. In each channel avalanche photodiodes are used to measure
the scattered photons. Measurement of the electron temperature requires the spectral transmission of
each spectral channel and is carried out using a high–resolution spectrometer and an absolutely calibrated
spectral lamp. The spectrometer injects the radiation at a fixed wavelength and a spectral resolution of
0.5 nm into a polychromator, and then the polychromator response is measured. The spectral lamp is
calibrated absolutely by a diode.
The preliminary result of the spectral calibration of a polychromator used to measure the scattered photons
from a volume located at the plasma edge is shown in figure 1.24.
Development of an ITER–like ICRH ANTENNA: ex–vessel support structure manufacturing and
actuator design. ENEA contributed to the JET ICRH antenna development by monitoring the procurement
of the antenna ex–vessel (EXV) support structure. The EXV is a 1.5–ton AISI 316 frame (fig. 1.25)
manufactured according to JET quality requirements. Its manufacture included the realisation of three
hydraulic spring dampers (2+1 spare) connecting the antenna to the main horizontal port. The spring dampers
counterbalance the vacuum load and provide sufficient
dynamic insulation to limit disruption reactions on the
port. Spring dampers manufactured by Fantini Sud were
dynamically tested by ENEA Frascati.
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Future JET–EP activities. ENEA is also participating in the implementation of the 2006–2008
enhancements: a new version of the fast data acquisition for the neutron camera, including novel hardware
capable of increasing the bandwidth and memory; new monochrystal carbon deposited diamond
detectors for neutron spectrometry and UV radiation; new control system to increase the capability to
produce highly shaped plasmas, which is particularly useful for the advanced tokamak scenarios.
New control system for vertical stabilisation for highly shaped plasmas. At present JET scenarios
with large (energy drop ΔWELM~1–2 MJ) edge localised modes (ELMs) are limited by high force disruptions
which occur when the response to the ELM produces a radial field current excursion larger than the fast
radial field amplifier (FRFA) current limit. The relative FRFA current excursion (IFRFA/Ip) increases with ΔβPOL
or equivalently ΔWELM/WPED (where WPED is the pedestal energy) and is larger for highly shaped plasmas.
Since ΔWELM/WPED scales with the inverse of the collisionality, the existing vertical stabilisation capability
restricts operation at low collisionality, high current and high shaping. These types of JET operation are of
direct relevance to ITER, hence provide one more reason for carrying out a major enhancement of the JET
vertical stabilisation system in order to double the size of the ELM that the plasma operation can tolerate.
Still another reason is the need to test and validate vertical stabilisation models, observers, controllers and
overall design methodology as proposed for ITER by the EU team. A demonstration of the performance of
such systems through the full range of JET operation and including ELMs of all sizes and types would
provide a strong argument towards selecting these control schemes and methodologies for ITER. To
achieve all these goals the project has been divided into three main tasks.
Task 1) Vertical stabilisation modelling, analysis and controller design. A detailed model for the vertical
instabilities of JET will be developed, including the iron and the response of the power supplies. Eventually,
this will allow a) the design of a new optimised controller; b) a decision on the necessity or not of a power
supply upgrade.
Task 2) Vertical stabilisation controller hardware and software. The new controller will be studied and
implemented in terms of both software and hardware.
Task 3) Vertical stabilisation power amplifier. All the viable solutions for upgrading the vertical stability power
supply will be studied. The possible options will be compared in terms of costs and plant complexity. Finally
a single solution will be proposed and the documentation for the call for tender will be prepared.

1.5.3 Participation in experimental (C15–C17) campaigns
ENEA has presented JET with about 20% of the proposals considered for the C15–C17 campaigns. The
proposals mainly concern the Task Forces: Advanced Tokamak Scenario (TFS2), Magnetics (TFM) and
Diagnostics (TFD).
Advanced Tokamak Scenario. The following experiments
have been proposed:
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Fig. 1.26 – Typical spatial q–profiles used in
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Optimisation of the hybrid advanced regime with electron
heating. These regimes are characterised by absent or weak

sawtooth activity, central q≈1 and a wide region of low shear,
good confinement (H89>2), high βN capability up to 4li
(li=internal inductance of plasma) and long pulse potential. A
typical spatial q–profile for hybrid discharges is given in figure
1.26. The aims of the experiments are measurements of Ti
and the rotation profiles by impurity injection; extension of the
discharge density range with the use of gas puffing and
pellets; study of the influence of the q–profile on confinement
and MHD by changing qmin from 1 to 1.5; change of ICRH
resonance to study the effect on n=1 and AEs; pedestal, ELM
and performance studies; NBI scan, using measurements of
edge diagnostics. The reference plasma scenarios to be used
in the experiments are outlined in figure 1.27.
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experiments at JET have shown the possibility of
41
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(s)
controlling the q and ρ* profiles (fig. 1.29) by
Te
Fig. 1.28 – Reference discharge for high βN high
using LH, ICRH and NBI. During the C17
bootstrap fraction scenario. a) Composition and timing
campaign, the plan is to use profile control to
of heating power; b) evolution of safety factor; c) βN; d)
improve the plasma performance, by exploiting
H89 factor
the fact that the q–profile evolves on a slow time
scale (resistive time) while ρ* reacts on a faster
Te
time scale (confinement time). Another aim is to demonstrate the possibility of controlling the boundary
flux with the use of the extreme shape controller (XSC). The objective is to integrate the XSC with the
current and temperature profile controller. Dedicated discharges with fast and slow modulations of the
actuator power will be performed. The experimental data will be used to define the parameters of a linear
model. The two–time–scale model identified will then be used to design a controller by singular
perturbation methods.
Ion heating by ICRH in discharges with well–developed electron ITBs. The proposal is to repeat an
experiment already done in C13, which had the same objectives, but the number of discharges was
limited because of diagnostics and operational problems. The purpose is to optimise and study ion and
electron ITBs achieved without NBI (i.e., no external momentum input). The ion heating is obtained using
ICRH with a 3He minority scheme in well–established electron ITBs (a suitable 3He concentration must
be found to avoid the “mode conversion regime” and to maximise ion heating). In this context it is
important to study the role played by the shearing rate and/or the magnetic shear in stabilising plasma
turbulence. A preliminary result obtained in the C13 experiment is shown in figure 1.30: the shearing rate
evaluated is definitely higher than the linear growth rates of the turbulent instabilities. This result supports
the idea that the mechanism of stabilisation of turbulence by the shearing rate is operating in this
discharge.
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Fig. 1.29 – Time evolution of q–values as measured and as requested by the model: a) at 5 radii and ρ∗Te values; b)
at 3 radii for a controlled pulse (#62160 Bt=3 T, Ip=1.7 MA, current flat top starts at 4 s). Dashed lines are set point
q and ρ∗Te values. Control starts at 5.5 s and stops at 12.3 s

• Development of ITER–relevant q–profile with large

2×105

region of negative shear.

Magnetics. Several experiments were proposed,
including neoclassical tearing mode stabilisation by
modification of the current profile produced by LHCD,
vertical
speed
measurements,
perturbation
1×105
characterisation via neutral point studies and
separatrix control studies. The effect of magnetic
islands on Alfvénic fluctuations was also studied. Fast
and thermal ion excitation of Alfvénic modes can be
studied on JET, while nonlinear excitation has been
0
already studied on FTU and TEXTOR. Parasitic
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
experiments on JET have been proposed to identify
Fig. 1.30 – Shot #53521. Blue line: shearing rate
non–linearly generated Alfvénic modes, improve the
measured along the major radius. Other lines:
frequency database and determine the influence of
evaluations of various linear growth rates of possible
non–linearly–generated Alfvénic modes on fast ions.
turbulent instabilities
The generalised fishbone–like dispersion relation can
be used as a theoretical tool for comparing theory
predictions and experimental results. This dispersion relation demonstrates the existence of two types of
modes: the discrete gap mode or Alfvén eigenmode and the energetic particle continuum mode.
Diagnostics. The work on diagnostics focussed on the following items:
The aim is to implement a robust
measurement of line–integrated electron density, which is needed when fringe jumps occur. It is
important for many applications, including real–time control and for checking the theory of polarimetry
to allow extrapolation to the ITER polarimeter, where the line–integrated electron density will be
measured by using the Cotton–Mouton effect.
Neutron energy measurements with compact NE213 spectrometer. This activity refers to the ongoing R&D
on thoroughly assessing the diagnostic capabilities of compact neutron spectrometers based on liquid
organic scintillators, with a view to their use on ITER. ENEA collaborated in the experimental campaign
at the Physikalische Technische Bundesanstalt Institute (PTB) Germany, aimed at applying a fast

• Dependence of polarimeter data on electron temperature and density.

•
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•

digitizing acquisition technique to the liquid organic scintillator (NE213) for neutron spectroscopy
purposes and at investigating the feasibility of the spectrometer for high–counting–rate operation
(>100kHz). Neutron energy measurements obtained with the NE213 during the JET Trace Tritium
Experiment (TTE) were analysed. Experimental neutron spectra determined with the newly developed
data analysis techniques and unfolding methods were in satisfactory agreement with theoretical spectra
calculated by means of the Monte Carlo neutron kinematics code. The analysis allowed quantitative
determination of the contribution of the neutron production mechanisms in plasma scenarios with
different heating schemes (NBI, ICRF, NBI+ICRF) [1.52]. Under the 2005 JET work programme, the JET
NE213 compact neutron spectrometer was installed and commissioned for neutron energy
measurements during the 2006 experimental campaigns. Calibration and preliminary operational tests
of the diagnostic system were successful.
Digital pulse shape discrimination technique for the neutron profile monitor. The project (Small Enhancement
for Neutronics – Digital Pulse Discriminators: test of new concept) concerns the use of digital techniques
to acquire and process scintillator pulses. The new 14–bit 200 MS/s digitizer module for neutron/gamma
pulse shape discrimination with NE213, designed and built at ENEA Frascati, was tested with DD and
DT neutrons in the laboratory as well as on an accelerator at PTB in February 2005 [1.53]. Comparison
between results from the analog (PTB) and digital (ENEA) systems is in progress. A second digital pulse
shape discrimination unit has been built and preliminarily tested at ENEA. The processing software has
also been improved. The unit and the dedicated software will be installed at JET and coupled to the
NE213 signal from the KN3 neutron camera central channel. The installation work, originally scheduled
for winter 2005, has been postponed to 2006 because of JET operation delays.

1.6 PROTO–SPHERA

Other activities concerned measurements of pedestal and X–point parameters and related accuracy with
the use of a high–resolution Thomson scattering system and an upgrade of the edge LIDAR in a diagnostic
optimised configuration; sensitivity assessment of measurements of the plasma centre safety factor and
magnetic shear for hybrid and ITB scenarios; neutron and UV measurements using artificial CVD diamond
detectors; current density profile reconstruction using the CREATE–NL code with kinetic experimental
data; measurements of neutron spatial distribution under different plasma scenarios; fast–ion confinement
measurements in He4–beam acceleration experiments and equilibrium modelling to assist ELM studies.

The PROTO–SPHERA [1.54] system,
proposed at ENEA Frascati, is a simply
connected magnetoplasma configuration,
composed of a spherical torus (ST, with
closed flux surfaces and toroidal plasma
current IST) and a hydrogen plasma arc, in
the form of a screw pinch fed by electrodes
(SP, with open flux surfaces and plasma
electrode current Ie), see figure 1.31a. Such
a combined plasma configuration has been
devised theoretically under the name
"flux–core–spheromak" (FCS) [1.55]. In
PROTO–SPHERA the screw pinch plasma
will replace the central metal conductor of a
spherical tokamak. The SP and ST will have
a common embedded magnetic separatrix
with regular X–points: resistive instabilities
will drive magnetic reconnections, injecting
magnetic helicity, poloidal flux and plasma
current from the electrode–driven SP into the
ST and converting into plasma kinetic energy
a fraction of the injected magnetic energy.
The SP will be magnetically given a
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Fig. 1.31 – a) Sketch of the PROTO–SPHERA system; b) Cut–out sketch of
plasma and electrodes
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b)

disk–shape near each electrode
(fig. 1.31b), with singular magnetic
X–points on the symmetry axis.
To compare the plasma performance of
PROTO–SPHERA with that of a
spherical tokamak with a central metal
conductor, the geometrical size and the
plasma currents of PROTO–SPHERA
have been chosen so that they are very
similar to the ones that characterised
the pioneering spherical tokamak
experiment START [1.56], which was
built and operated at Culham from 1991
to 1998. With an electrode plasma
current Ie=60 kA, PROTO–SPHERA will
produce an elongated (κ=b/a≈2.2–2.3)
spherical torus of midplane diameter
2×Rsph≈70 cm, aspect ratio A≈1.2–1.3,
carrying a toroidal current IST=
120–240 kA, while the screw pinch
plasma will have a midplane diameter
2×rPinch(0)≈7 cm.

The anode (top) will be at positive
voltage, the poloidal field (PF) coils will
be floating and the cathode (bottom) will
be at ground potential, together with
the vessel and the remaining
load–assembly. In the presence of a hot
cathode the screw pinch (guided by
the PF shaping coils [fig. 1.32a]) will be
formed at an electrode plasma current
Ie=8.5 kA, which guarantees MHD
stability. In the PROTO–SPHERA experiment, raising the electrode plasma
current up to Ie=60 kA, the screw pinch
will become unstable. During the
instability the PF compression coils
(fig. 1.32b) will be switched on and the
Fig. 1.32 – a) PF shaping coils and SP plasma; b) PF compression coils and
spherical torus will be generated around
ST+SP plasma
the screw pinch, driven in part by the
inductive flux of the PF compression
coils and in part by helicity injection from
the SP. The formation sequence of PROTO–SPHERA will parallel the scheme successfully demonstrated
by the TS–3 experiment at the University of Tokyo [1.57], which in the early ‘90s produced a small spherical
torus with IST=50 kA around a screw pinch with Ie=40 kA, for at least 80 μs≈100 τA (100 Alfvén times).
The first goal of the PROTO–SPHERA experiment will be to compress the ST to the lowest possible aspect
ratio (A=1.2–1.3), in a time of about 1800 Alfvén times (1800×τA≈1 ms). The second will be to show that
efficient helicity injection can sustain the ST around the SP for at least one resistive time (τR≈70 ms).
The low–voltage (≈200 V) electrodes will be the most unconventional items of PROTO–SPHERA. They have
been designed as modular and will be composed of a large number of elementary tubes (≈600) and wound
filaments (≈400). The electrodes will be made out of refractory metals (hollow gas puffed anodes and
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directly heated cathodes) and pressed
radially into rings: the preliminary
PROTO–PINCH electrode test bench
[1.58] demonstrated their feasibility.
The MULTI–PINCH experiment is being
built as an initial, partial setup of
PROTO–SPHERA (fig. 1.33a), devoted to
assessing and clarifying the most critical
points
of
the
PROTO–SPHERA
experiment from the SP viewpoint: to
explore the breakdown conditions and the
pinch stability in the starting phase of the
PROTO–SPHERA discharge, in the
Fig. 1.33 – a) MULTI–PINCH. Screw pinch plasma and electrodes for b) Phase
presence of the PF shaping coils alone (fig.
I and c) Phase II
1.32a) and therefore in the absence of the
ST. In the Phase I operations of
MULTI–PINCH a provisional linear hollow anode will be used (fig. 1.33b), with hydrogen gas fluxed through
its holes: therefore the pinch will be “disk shaped” only in proximity to the annular cathode. The aim of this
phase is to test the breakdown, without adding the complication of an annular anode. In Phase II the final
PROTO–SPHERA annular anode will also be inserted in MULTI–PINCH (see fig. 1.33c), in order to obtain
the pinch breakdown in the exact PROTO–SPHERA geometry and to test the stability of the
“double–disk–shaped” SP. The major concern is the possibility that the pinch discharge might stick on the
anode surface in some specific toroidal position (arc–anchoring); should this happen, there is sufficient
space left in MULTI–PINCH (and in PROTO–SPHERA) to allocate saddle coils that could turn around the
arc–anchoring through a rotating magnetic field.
As a sign of international support for this project, a collaboration in the field of spherical tokamaks has been
established with UKAEA Culham. ENEA Frascati contributed with personnel to the MAST experiment in
Culham during 2004 and 2005. In 2004 UKAEA donated the available START equipment (in particular the
vacuum vessel) to Frascati. Further contributions in diagnostics and manpower are expected from UKAEA
Culham during the final construction phases, commissioning and operation of MULTI–PINCH.
In order to avoid the need for water–cooling, MULTI–PINCH will produce a screw pinch with reduced
current (Ie≤8.5 kA) but with the same geometry and
linear dimensions as those of PROTO–SPHERA.
Nevertheless, the four pairs of PF shaping coils
(fig. 1.32a) will be fully recovered for PROTO–SPHERA,
since they are being built ready for water–cooling. In
2005 the detailed design of the PF shaping coils was
completed with Ansaldo Superconduttori and
construction will start at the beginning of 2006. A
[1.56] A. Sykes et al., Nucl. Fusion 32, 694
similar order for the detailed design and the successive
(1992)
construction for the remaining parts of the
MULTI–PINCH load assembly should be placed in the
[1.57] N. Amemiya et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn
summer of 2006. The power supplies have been
63, 1552 (1993)
defined and their procurement should be such as to
[1.58] F. Alladio et al., Results of Proto–Pinch
have the machine ready for operation in 2008.
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T

he fusion technology programme of the Euratom–ENEA Association is carried out under the European Fusion
Development Agreement (EFDA) and concerns the Next–Step and the Long–Term Programmes, the Power Plant
Conceptual Study and Socio–Economic Studies. Complementary fusion activities and technologies with a wider
range of interest are performed under the Underlying Technology Programme. Staff from the Frascati laboratories of the
Fusion Technical and Scientific Unit, the Brasimone laboratories of the Advanced Physics Technologies Unit, and from
several other ENEA units, are involved in the programme.
Although complex and wide ranging, all the activities related to the programme are marked by a high level of integration
and coordination. In 2005 the most significant results were achieved in the fields of plasma–facing components, magnets
and neutronics, but all the activities (remote maintenance, engineering R&D, Power Plant Conceptual Study, safety and
environment and socio–economics) contributed substantially to the progress of the fusion programme as a whole. Very
briefly the highlights of 2005 included the successful fabrication of a CFC/W monoblock mockup for the ITER divertor,
utilising the technologies patented by ENEA; characterisation of the Be first–wall mockups at Brasimone; validation of
the neutron cross section of fusion material in a relevant configuration by irradiating a mockup of the solid test breeder
blanket module at FNG in collaboration with other European labs and JAERI; progress in the design and materials
development of the ITER pre–compression ring.
The following more detailed description of the 2005 activities goes to support the argument that ENEA is ready to face
the new era opened with the decision to build ITER and that the know–how developed as a result of more than 15 years
of technology development is ready to be utilised and transferred to the industrial system.

2.2 Divertor, First Wall, Vacuum Vessel and Shield

2.2.1 ITER divertor
Manufacturing of W and CFC monoblock mockups. The prototype components with both carbon
fibre composite (CFC) and tungsten (W) armour (Underlying Technology and EFDA contract 03/1054) have
been manufactured by hot radial pressing (HRP). The components consist of a high heat flux unit, a straight
CFC monoblock segment, a curved W monoblock segment, and a steel supporting structure. The roughly
250–mm long cooling tube is made of CuCrZr. [2.1–2.5]. The copper interlayer for the CFC tiles was
obtained by the new CFC//Cu patented joining technique (pre–brazed casting [PBC]). After the experience
gained with the air–HRP of the small mockups, the medium–scale vertical target mockup with a straight
CFC section and a curved W section was finally assembled in the new vacuum chamber (fig. 2.1).
The preparation steps included 1) casting of the Cu–OFHC interlayer by PBC for the CFC tiles; 2) ultrasonic
control of the CFC//Cu–OFHC interface; 3) casting of the Cu–OFHC interlayer in the W tiles; 4) ultrasonic
control of the W//Cu–OFHC interface; 5) assembly and leak test of the HRP vacuum chamber; 6) HRP with
the selected parameters (internal tube pressure, external vacuum, temperature, pressure holding time); 7)
ultrasonic control of the whole prototype. The final mockup was delivered to the FE2000 facility (France)
for thermal fatigue testing. The capability to manufacture W monoblocks by HRP already assessed in
previous ENEA activities has now been confirmed both for the straight CFC monoblock components and
for the curved W components. The thermal–mechanical behaviour of CFC under the HRP process
conditions was simulated, taking into consideration its anisotropic properties and low mechanical strength.
The ‘compressing rig’ concept to maintain the CFC in a constant compressive condition was successfully
tested. The first small mockup was tested under thermal fatigue cycling, reaching 20 MW/m2 for 1000
cycles on all the three tiles and then on two tiles up to 1000 cycles at 25 MW/m2 with no failure. A small
curved W mockup was also successfully manufactured by HRP, with the same parameters as those used
for the CFC monoblock mockup. A new vacuum
chamber was used to manufacture the final mockup.
The main issues solved during the R&D activity were
machining of the CuCrZr tube, the choice of the
materials used to contain the tube pressurising during
HRP, control of the process parameters to avoid
degradation of the CuCrZr mechanical properties and
the low uniform elongation of this material in the range
of temperatures required for the bonding. The
Fig. 2.1 – Curved monoblock mockup after HRP
manufacturing of this vertical target medium–scale
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mockup can be considered a success for both the
PBC and the HRP processes and, from a survey of the
manufacturing technologies for the ITER divertor, they
could be valid alternatives to the current techniques.
Development of alternative CFC/Cu joining
techniques. A new CFC/pure copper joining method
has been developed following two different techniques
(task TW5–TVD–CUCFC). For the first, an appropriate
commercial brazing alloy was used to activate the
CFC surface and allow sound joining between the cast
copper and the CFC matrix. The mechanical threading
Fig. 2.2 – Monoblock mockup with 3 CFC tiles after HRP
was also optimised by a preliminary finite–elements
manufacturing
calculation to find the best compromise. HRP was
then used to manufacture two small mockups with the
CFC monoblock tiles produced with this technology (fig. 2.2). Thermal fatigue testing of the monoblocks,
carried out at Julich, confirmed that both threadings give good results as they both reached 20 MW/m2.
The second technique consists in modifying the composite surface by a high–temperature solid–state
reaction with a VI group transition metal and then casting pure copper on the substrates. Two qualification
mockups were manufactured with this technology by Turin Polytechnic and then delivered to EFDA for high
heat flux testing.
ITER divertor refurbishment. The design of the present ITER divertor cassette differs substantially from
the previous one (ITER FDR 1998 cassette). The shapes, weights and attachment system of the targets
have been completely reviewed, necessitating also revision of the procedures adopted for refurbishment.
Thus, for the last two years the major efforts have been focussed on modifying, designing and
manufacturing the devices and tools to be used for the maintenance operations: four new pin mandrel
assemblies (delivered in December 2004), a new pin extraction tool and modification of the original, the
balancing system, and a new lifting frame for the inner vertical target, which allows the drilling process for
pin extraction. Following delivery (June 2005) of the tools and equipment to ENEA Brasimone, a series of
trials was carried out to establish their correct functioning; then integration trials were performed to define
the upgrading of the divertor refurbishment platform
(DRP) environment (fig. 2.3), commission the new
tools and equipment and design and test the
preliminary remote handling procedures. The trials
were completed successfully in December 2005.
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Fig. 2.3 – DRP– simulation of the hot cell area
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Refurbishment of the new ITER divertor cassette
mockup
in
the
DRP
foresees
remote
attachment/detachment of the plasma–facing
components (PFCs). The plasma–facing component
transporter (PFCT) equipment (fig. 2.4) for carrying
out these operations was designed by the Italian
company of Candotti, while the hardware and
software control systems were designed, developed
and assembled by ENEA. The commissioning tests
started in December 2004 and were completed in
April 2005. The results obtained during the
commissioning phase proved that the PFTC met the
specification requirements for positioning the PFCs.

Fig. 2.4 – General view of the PFCT at DRP

2.2.2 ITER first wall

2.3 Breeder Blanket and Fuel Cycle

Engineering Design Activities (EDA) IV test campaign. The EDA IV tests included thermal fatigue
qualification of different Be/DS–Cu/SS and Be/PH/S–CU/SS joints manufactured by hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) under the geometry and operative conditions representative of the ITER primary first wall. The tests
were performed in the EDA–BETA vacuum chamber connected to the CEF 1–2 thermal hydraulic facility of
ENEA Brasimone. This facility consists of two demineralised closed water circuits organised in two
independent twin loops. The EDA–BETA facility
dimensions are 700×1200 mm, the loop design
temperature 140°C, the max pump flow rate
2×70 kg/s and the max pump head 2×1.2 MPa.
An electrical power unit of 100 kW was used to
supply the CFC resistor, which is tailored to
cover the frontal first wall of the mockup.
Three (PH/S 19B, DS10J, DS8J) of the four
tested mockups have a first wall armoured with
Be grade S65 tiles, with different dimensions but
the same thickness (10 mm), and a heat sink
made of DS–CU (Glidcop–Al25) or PH/S
(CuCrZr) joined by HIP to an AISI 316L
back–plate, all provided with water cooling
channels. The fourth mockup (DS2J) is a
Fig. 2.5 – EDA IV – DS10J mockup after 17901 fatigue
dummy, without Be armour. All the mockups
cycles–detail of tile
were tested at thermal fatigue cycling power up
to a maximum of 0.65 MW/m2, with a period of 300 s. After dismantling the mockups, neither melting nor
ruptures of the Be tiles were found. Heavy oxidation was observed on the Be tile surface (fig. 2.5),
especially in correspondence to the tile edge.

2.3.1 HELICA I–II test campaign on helium–cooled pebble bed blanket
The thermo–mechanical behaviour of the breeder pebble bed in reactor–relevant conditions is one
of the main concerns in designing the helium–cooled pebble bed (HCPB) blanket for DEMO and the
test blanket module (TBM) to be tested in ITER. ENEA carried out thermo–mechanical
characterisation of the HELICA mockup, which consists of a single HCPB breeder cell made from
martensitic steel T91 and filled with the tritium breeder Li4SiO4. Two test campaigns were performed
with vertical (HELICA I) and horizontal (HELICA II) orientations of the mockup. Twenty thermal ramps
were carried out for HELICA I and 34 for HELICA II, with the incident heat flux progressively
increased from 0 up to an average value of 42 kW/m2, with six increases of 7 kW/m2 and a duration

Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
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(fig. 2.6). Although the pebble filling was performed by
pneumatic hammering at high frequency, reaching a
Fig. 2.6 – Li4SiO4 thermal conductivity vs
high packing factor (65.6%), an overall bed height
temperature as measured in HELICA II tests
reduction was measured in the HELICA I tests
because of the effect of gravity in the pebble bed relocation. After 20 thermal cycles the irreversible
bed height reduction had not yet reached an asymptote.

At the end of 2005, a collaboration was started between ENEA Brasimone, the Department of Nuclear
Engineering, University of Palermo, the Nuclear Research Consultancy Group (NRG) Petten and
Forschungszeuntum Karlsruhe (FZK) to develop computer methods to calculate the thermal–mechanical
performance of the breeder pebble beds, and compare the calculation results with those of the HELICA
I–II experiments. The activity will continue in 2006 on the basis of a further experimental campaign on the
HEXCALIBER mockup, which will contain not only Li4SiO4, but also Be as neutron multiplier.

2.3.2 European Breeding Blanket Test Facility design
The European Breeding Blanket Test Facility (EBBTF) at ENEA Brasimone will be the EU reference facility
for testing relevant helium–cooled lithium–lead (HCLL) and HCPB TBM mockups. It consists of a
liquid–metal loop coupled to the He cooling circuit HEFUS3. In the first construction step the liquid–metal
loop will be interfaced with the existing HEFUS3 to test relevant blanket components, operate TBM
mockups of both concepts in ITER–relevant conditions and test auxiliary circuits, such as the tritium
extraction and coolant purification systems. In a second step, the objective will be to upgrade the HEFUS3
loop to perform partial and integral tests on HCPB/HCLL TBM 1:1 scale mockups with operative conditions
close to those foreseen in ITER: flow rate 1.0–1.3 kg/s; heat flux 0.25 MW/m2 and total power delivered to
the mockups 1 MW. Steady–state thermal–hydraulic acceptance tests (at 1.3 kg/s of He coolant flow rate)
and thermal cycling acceptance tests by external temperature and flow–rate regulation of helium and LiPb
coolants will also be performed. The conceptual design and technical specifications of the liquid–metal loop
were revised and finalised in the first part of 2005, and its construction will start in the first months of 2006.
The main operative conditions of the liquid–metal loop will be volumetric flow rate 1.1 m3/h; maximum
temperature 550°C; minimum temperature 300°C; thermal cycling 400 s Tmax, 1400 s Tmin; liquid–metal
inventory in the module 0.4 m3 and argon cover gas. The main modifications foreseen to upgrade HEFUS3
are a new water heat exchanger of around 800 kW and a new electric power supply unit of 1 MW, to
provide 250 kW of electrical power to the first wall and 750 kW to the breeding region.

2.3.3 TRIEX loop for studying technologies of tritium–extraction from Pb–17Li
The efficient extraction of tritium from the liquid breeder is one of the crucial issues in the HCLL blanket
concept. Several experimental campaigns have been carried out and many systems tested in the past, but
clear and congruent results have never been achieved. The TRIEX loop (fig. 2.7) was designed,
constructed and installed at ENEA Brasimone precisely to study technologies and carry out new
experiments in the field of tritium extraction. The main components of TRIEX are a circulation vessel with
a mechanical pump, a hydrogen saturator, the extractor system and the hydrogen concentration sensors
in both liquid–metal and gas phases. The main nominal operative conditions of the loop are volumetric flow
rate 0.2 kg/s, maximum liquid–metal temperature 500°C, minimum 300°C and hydrogen partial pressure
100–10000 Pa. Concerning the hydrogen extractor, different tritium extraction techniques will be tested in
TRIEX, starting with gas–liquid contactors of the packed column type, which have given the most promising
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results so far. The first planned experimental campaign will
have to determine the operative conditions (mainly
temperature and molar ratio G/L) that maximise the
hydrogen extraction efficiency and then the most suitable
extraction system for the ITER TBM.

2.3.4 DEMO blanket activities
New arrangements of the vertical modules for the selected
blanket concepts (HCLL and HCPB) were proposed during
2005, so the possibility of manufacturing modules with larger
poloidal dimensions and the advantages in handling them
are being verified. Another activity for the DEMO blanket
concerns the development of the dual coolant lithium–lead
(DCLL) concept, using the same vertical modules.
Preliminary studies on the cooling of the structural grids and
on the manufacturing issues involved in making a complex
welded structure in EUROFER show that these difficulties
could possibly be overcome.

Fig. 2.7 – TRIEX loop

2.3.5 Helium–cooled fusion power plant divertor
In the framework of the Power Plant Conceptual Study (PPCS), validation of the high–efficiency thermal
shield (HETS) concept for the helium–cooled divertor continued. A new mockup was designed to
experimentally evaluate the heat transfer and pressure loss characteristics of the HETS. The present design
simulates the behaviour of a single element and has the same materials as the real divertor (W armour and
high–temperature components, W–Ni alloy low–temperature components). The mockup is being
manufactured and will be tested in Brasimone.

2.3.6 Fuel cycle
Permeator tubes. A new mechanical design of the PERMCAT reactor module has been studied in order
to use the Pd–Ag permeator tubes developed at ENEA, which have a thinner wall (0.050 mm) than the
commercial tubes (0.100 mm) and higher hydrogen permeance (task TTFD–TR31) [2.6]. The design takes
into account the chemical–physical properties of Pd–Ag alloy under the operating conditions. The
hydrogen uptake involves elongation of the membrane tube, hence a
modest compressive stress combined with the bending of these very
long (over 500 mm) and very thin–walled permeators (for the PERMCAT
filter
application) may cause failure of the membrane. Therefore, to keep the
membrane tube tensioned or at least unstressed during operation, two
pre–tensioned metal bellows have been inserted between the
permeator and the module.
fixed bed
catalyst
reactors

cooler

Vent detritiation system. The experimental apparatus (task
TTFD–TR49) consists of a stainless steel combustion chamber, an
electrolyser where hydrogen with tritium as a tracer is produced and
two reactors containing the catalyst (fig. 2.8). Preliminary testing of the
test–chamber temperature control, gas transfer pump and control
system (thermocouples, manometers, pressure transmitters) has been
carried out.

bubblers
Fig. 2.8 – Detail of the VDS experimental apparatus
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2.4 Magnets and Power Supply

2.4.1 ITER magnets
Casing design. To constrain the ITER toroidal field magnets,
six continuous rings made of epoxy fibreglass composite, plus
special apparatus (fig. 2.9) to evaluate their performance,
were designed and the call–for–tender for their fabrication
issued. The equipment, to be delivered to ENEA in the first half
of 2006, is based on 18 electronically synchronized hydraulic
actuators and can deliver more than 1 MN of radial force to
the ring being tested, up to ITER–relevant stress levels. The
test can be run automatically and a data acquisition system
samples and stores the main test parameters. Testing will take
place in the second half of 2006. In addition, a moulding
technique was defined and perfected and a special mould for
winding the fibre and impregnating the component under
vacuum was designed. The ring mould, which can make rings
of 1 m od, is being manufatured by an outside company and
will be delivered to ENEA in the first part of 2006.

Fig. 2.9 – Ring test machine

Computation models on full–size Nb3Sn conductor
samples. The behaviour of a superconducting cable has
been studied under particular load conditions during the
forming process and under the operative loads (EFDA
contract 03–1052). The cable consists of wires (strands)
twisted together with different pitches (fig. 2.10). It is difficult to
take into account in the numerical analyses the interaction
between individual strands during each phase of the load
path. The external region is made of uniform material (usually
Fig. 2.10 – Superconducting cable made up of
copper), then there is a barrier of intermediate material (this
hundreds of strands
can be tantalum, as in fig. 2.11) and finally a matrix of bronze
where the filaments of Nb3Sn are embedded. The superconducting properties of the Nb3Sn filaments
depend on the value of the strain they are subjected to. Experimentally it has been proved that over a certain
limit (a few % of strain) at 4 K the superconductivity of Nb3Sn is strongly reduced. The model set up to
analyse the effect of the fabrication process and operative conditions used a simplified geometrical
description of the structure. The methodology has to describe the behaviour of the structure, considering
its macrodimensions (the diameter of the cable is equal to some centimetres and its length is around half a
meter) as well as its microstructure, which is extremely important to define the strain level in the filaments.
To study the response of multiple wires under combined
loads, a new complex methodology has been developed,
based on a finite–elements (FE) model of the structure that
has a sufficient degree of accuracy. All the main aspects of
the methodology have been extensively verified. The results
obtained in the final test cases show a good compromise
between accuracy
and CPU time.
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200 μm
Fig. 2.11 – Internal structure of the Vacuumschmelze
GmbH (Hanau Germany) strand
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Fig. 2.12 – Vertical and circumferential stress at the end of the cool–down process (T=4 K everywhere)

Thermal–structural analysis of poloidal–field conductor insert coil. Verification of the structural
integrity of the poloidal field conductor insert (PFCI) coil (EFDA contract 03–1086) during pre–loading of the
structure, cool down, and electromagnetic (em) charge can be divided into three main activities:
•
•
•

electromagnetic analysis to evaluate the loads induced on the coil during testing conditions relevant to
ITER PFCI coil operation;
thermal analysis to verify the cool–down process, assuming that the temperature distribution (in time and
space) of the helium flowing along the cooling circuits is known;
structural analysis to assess the stress–strain state of the coil caused by tie–rod pre–tensioning, cool
down, and energization at cryogenic temperature (fig. 2.12).

The analyses consist of sequentially coupled heat–transfer calculations: the stress/deformation field in the
PFCI structure depends on the temperature field, and the temperature field can be found without knowing
the stress/deformation response. Thus, the FE calculations include an uncoupled heat–transfer analysis
and a stress/deformation analysis. Thermal analysis estimates the cool–down time as ≅1500 h, while the
em loads induce a net–force of about 160 N in the vertical direction and 106 KN in the horizontal, so the
PFCI should be designed for such net forces.
Magnet support structure. Under an ENEA–IPP collaboration, ENEA developed the joints of the W7X
coils. Studies were carried out on several bolted and bending free connections, used to minimise the risk
of misalignment due to shrinkage of the welded joints. The collaboration will continue during 2006.

2.4.2 High–frequency/high–voltage solid–state body power–supply for ITER gyrotrons
The innovative high–frequency/high–voltage solid–state body power–supply (BPS) serves to modulate the
voltage of the body of the ECRH collector depressed potential (CDP) gyrotron in the range 0–45 kV within
a frequency band of 10 kHz. ENEA collaborated with the Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
(CRPP) Lausanne in supervising the manufacture of the BPS, and in 2005 the entire BPS was completed
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and successfully tested at OCEM
Bologna (fig. 2.13). The design of the
solid–state modulator for the European
CDP Gyrotron Test Facility was also
completed. Under the same EFDA task,
ENEA performed a first digital simulation
of the entire system under normal and
fault conditions.

Trace C3:
reference voltage (ac coupling)

Trace C1:
output voltage (ac coupling)

2.6 Neutronics

2.5.1 Viewing and ranging
systems for ITER

Measure
value
status

P1:pkpk(C1) P2:mean(C3) P3:pkpk(C3) P4:mean(F1)
45.9 kV
31.54 kV
45.8 kV

P6:rms(F3)

Timebase -10.0 μs Trigger

C1 F Bwl DC1M C3 F Bwl DC1M

10.0 kV/div
-30.000 kV
4.485 kV
40.519 kV
LeCroy

P5:pkpk(F3)

C3

20.0 μs/div Stop 40.0 kV
1.00MS 5.0GS/s Edge Positive

10.0 kV/div
-30.000 kV
7.354 kV
42.922 kV

X1= -57.5026 μs

ΔX= 63.3110 μs

In 2005 development of the in–vessel
viewing and ranging system (IVVS) for
Fig. 2.13 – Voltage ramp–up testing with the HV – BPS for ITER ECRH
ITER continued in collaboration with the
gyrotron
ENEA Applied Physics Technologies Unit
(for the electro–optics). In 2004, the work
1636.0
in collaboration with Commissariat à
1 cm
l’Energie Atomique (CEA) was mainly
devoted to identifying the target (first wall
and divertor) area that could be scanned
1528.9
with the IVVS configuration (number of
probes np=6, target distance 2–7 m,
1 mm
beam incident angle ≤60° on the target.
The study showed that not more than
0
256.
75% of the first wall and less than 50% of
the divertor zone could be efficiently
scanned. Hence, in 2005 experimental
characterisation was started on full–scale
mockups of the divertor vertical target
and first–wall panel. The characterisation
extends also outside the present IVVS
Fig. 2.14 – Ranging (±0.5 mm) and viewing (<1 mm) testing on ITER
operating range, i.e., distance in the
first–wall panel mockup
range 2–8 m and incident angle >60°. The
test results will be useful for defining the
final number and displacement of the
probes and whether a specific auto–focussing apparatus should be developed. Preliminary results
(fig. 2.14) show that the required viewing resolution (1 mm) and ranging accuracy (standard deviation
±0.5 mm) have been achieved. An upgraded version of the IVVS electronics was also developed to obtain
a wider frequency modulation range (200 MHz), reduced acquisition time, double frequency modulation
(200 MHz, 10 MHz) to avoid frequency wrapping in the distance measurements up to 30 m, reduced size
and, finally, a general purpose utilisation in the field of fusion diagnostics.
X2= 58084 μs

1/ΔX= 15.795 kHz

els
pix
4.0
20

2.5 Remote Handling and Metrology

C3

2.6.1 Nuclear analysis of ITER vacuum vessel
The MCNP.4c2 Monte Carlo Code and Fusion Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (FENDL) 2.0 were used to
analyse the shielding capability of the inboard vacuum vessel (VV) and blanket (80 cm overall thickness)
with respect to the heating of the ITER toroidal field coils (TFCs). In the outer part the shielding thickness
is 120 cm, which is sufficient to reduce the heating on the TFCs to a marginal value. Most of the heating
(almost 80%) comes from the VV inner leg mainly because of the presence of penetrations. If the vertical
gaps in between the inner blanket modules are reduced to 14 mm and the horizontal to 10 mm from the
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a)

b)

“old” reference 20 mm, the
nuclear heating of the TFC
coming from the VV inner leg
50
is reduced from 7.77 kW per
200
18 coils to 5.15 kW.
Parametric analysis on the
optimal content of water in
0
0
the inner layer of the VV (the
filler shield) showed that 60%
-200
ss and 40% water (the
-50
reference composition) is
close to the optimal solution.
-400
Heterogeneity effects on the
VV layout (steel plates and
-50
0
50
-400
-200
0
200
400
water layers) and effects of
water–density variation due to
Fig. 2.15 – MCNP model of the inboard VV a) with flexibles and b) detail of flexibles
thermal variations were also
analysed. The flexible attachments of the blanket modules require deep penetrations through the blanket
and partially through the VV inner leg. The flexible attachments in the inner leg were described in a full 3D
model (fig. 2.15). When flexible attachment penetrations are included, the heating increases to 13 kW for
the 18 coils in the reference case, i.e., larger than the design limit of 10 kW for the inner leg [2.7]. However,
in the case of reduced gap size (14 mm vertical gaps and 10 mm horizontal) when the effects both of
heterogeneity and of the flexible attachment penetrations are included, the heating increases from 5.15 to
8.8 kW, which is lower than the design limit.
400

2.6.2 Nuclear analysis of the HCLL test blanket module
Nuclear analysis of the ITER TBMs is a key issue as the amount of nuclear heating in the materials has to
be calculated for subsequent analyses. It is also necessary to optimise the TBM design in order to have a
full extrapolation to DEMO conditions. A steel frame, not designed in detail yet, is foreseen between the
TBM and the equatorial port walls where it is placed. The MCNP code with FENDL2.0 were used to study
the impact of the frame thickness on the nuclear heating and tritium production rate (TPR) in the
TBM–HCLL (task TTBC–001–D01) [2.8]. A full 3D model of ITER was developed by updating the original.
The TBM was modelled in detail and inserted in the equatorial
port, where it will reside from the first day of the ITER lifetime
(fig. 2.16). The neutron/photon fluxes and the poloidal/radial
profiles of the nuclear heating were calculated in LiPb and
EUROFER steel. The TPR is 10–3 triton per neutron source,
resulting in a daily production of 76 mg tritium at 500 MW, full
irradiation time. Tritium production is little affected by the
surrounding structure. The nuclear heating deposited in
regions close to the equatorial port was calculated and
compared with that obtained with an equivalent plug
thickness. The TBM deteriorates the shielding effectiveness of
the equatorial port plug by a factor of 1.26, with a 10–W
increase. If no plug is added at the rear of the TBM, 100 W
additional nuclear heating would be loaded onto the TFC. As
the total TFC nuclear heating in the present design is about
10 kW, the effect of the TBM is marginal. A thick steel and
water frame (80% stainless steel, 20% water in the reference
configuration, 10 cm in the front and 13 cm in the rear) fits into
Fig. 2.16 – Poloidal–radial section of the MCNP
the equatorial port to surround the TBM. The frame thickness
model. HCLL–TBM inserted in the ITER equatorial
has no significant effect on the TPR. The heating on the
port
different materials is marginally affected in the front regions
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near the first wall. In the rear position the frame thickness can have an effect on the breeder units placed
at the side, where streaming through the space between the TBM and the port can play a significant role.
The effect of the frame thickness on the nuclear heating of the TFC is not a concern. In the worst condition
when no frame is present and streaming is maximal, the overload on the TFC would be about 300 W, which
means only a 3% increase in the total TFC heating. The activation analysis was performed with the EASY
2005 code package, assuming the reference irradiation scenario, the so–called MA3, which foresees
0.5 MW/m2 year. Radioactive products were calculated in the breeder material and in the steel, assuming
pure composition and impurities, including Hg, Bi and Po.

2.6.3 ITER diagnostic port integration
ENEA, CEA and the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Association (UKAEA) collaborated to provide
assistance (with stress and em analyses, CAD design collection and review, quality assurance on the
project, neutronics, thermal hydraulics) in design issues related to the engineering problems of the
diagnostic port plugs. In particular, ENEA was in charge of the neutronics issues (EFDA contract FU06 CT
2004–00172 04–1209) [2.9]. As the design of the ports is not well assessed, two generic ports were
defined for the analysis: equatorial port #1 and upper port #11. The equatorial port houses the radial
neutron camera (RNC) designed by ENEA. Calculations of the nuclear heating in the port plug and of its
shielding properties showed that the total amount of nuclear heating to be removed from the plug is 95 kW
and that the dose rate outside the port plug after shutdown largely exceeds the limit of 100 mSv/hr 12
days after shutdown. If the interspace behind the plug and the flange is filled with shielding material, dose
rate values satisfy the requirements. Calculation of the effect of the 20–mm gap dividing the plug from the
port walls showed that the dose rate behind the plug
is almost double the rate calculated for a no–gap
configuration. The reference shielding composition of
the port plug is 80% stainless steel and 20% water,
corresponding to a dry weight of 53 tons, more than
the design limit (46 tons) of the remote–handling cask.
Parametric analysis of the effect of the shielding
[2.7]
Design Requirements and Guidelines
composition on the shielding capability showed that a
Level 1 (DRG1), ITER official document GAO
reduction in weight can be obtained without too much
GDRD 2 01–07–13 R 1.0 (latest rev. July 2005)
of an effect on the shielding performance of the plug:
[2.8]
S. Villari and L. Petrizzi, Final Report on
with 50% stainless steel and 50% water the dry weight
HCLL:
TBM
design, integration and analysis.
is 33 tons, with a negligible variation in the dose rate
Neutronic
evaluation
of TBM in ITER machine
behind the plug. Another important issue is the dose
(Task
TW2–TTBC
001
Del. 2) and HCLL: TBM
rate out of a dog–leg penetration in the plug. Several
design,
integration
and
analysis. Impact of the
diameter and offset dimensions were considered, and
thickness
of
the
ITER
equatorial
port frame on
it was found that if the radius size is kept lower than
the
neutronics
behaviour
of
the
TBM (Task
one third of the offset, the dose rate behind the plug is
TW5–TTBC
001
Del.
4),
ENEA
Internal
Report
within acceptable values. Approaching that limit value
FUS
TN
BB
13
(2005)
the dose rate begins to increase steeply.
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2.6.4 Shutdown dose rate at JET – code benchmark
The objective of this activity is to validate the direct one–step (D1S) numerical method (essentially a
modified version of MCNP) [2.11] developed in a collaboration between ENEA and the ITER team to
calculate the dose rate after shutdown (task JW5 FT 5.20). The dose rates during the JET 2005
experimental DD phases were to be measured by Geiger Muller and TLD detectors with low uncertainty
outside the vessel in the vertical port and in an inner position (upper irradiation end #2). Preliminary
calculations were performed to analyse the feasibility of the proposed experiments. The dose rate was
calculated at the end of a hypothetical DD campaign (DD yield 5×1018) and DT residual background in the
two positions, one day after the off–operational period. As the values obtained in the ex–vessel position
could be close to the background, background measurements were performed and analysed before the
start–up of the JET machine. Comparison with the calculated background dose rate showed very good
agreement. However, the overall activity has been held up due to a delay in the JET start–up and operating
plan. The JET MCNP model is being updated, starting from available CAD drawings, to include important
details of the geometry and material composition around the detectors that can affect the calculation. The
activation cross sections used in the calculations will also be updated.

2.6.5 Experimental validation of neutron cross sections for fusion materials

C/E

Neutronics benchmark experiment. A neutronics experiment was performed on a mockup of the
TBM–HCPB concept in order to validate the capability of nuclear data to predict nuclear responses, such
as the TPR, with qualified uncertainties (Task TTMN–002) [2.12–2.15]. The experiment was carried out at
the 14–MeV Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) through a collaboration between ENEA, the Technical
University of Dresden (TUD) and FZK, with the participation of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERI), under the International Energy Agency (IEA) Implementing Agreement on the Nuclear Technology
of Fusion Reactors. The mockup was designed such as to replicate all the relevant nuclear features of the
TBM–HCPB and optimised in terms of elimination of
background effects and minimisation of cost.
Constructed by ENEA in 2004 (fig. 2.17), it consists of
a 31 cm × 31 cm × 29 cm stainless steel box filled with
metallic beryllium and contains two breeder cassettes
filled with Li2CO3 powder (natural enrichment 7.5% 6Li
and 92.5% 7Li). It reproduces a breeder insert,
replicating its main characteristics: radial thickness,
distance between ceramic layers, thickness of ceramic
Rear cassette
TBM mockup
layers and thickness of steel walls. The mockup was
irradiated at FNG in April 2005. The total amount of
neutrons produced during irradiation was 5.834×1015
(±3%). In the experiment, the TPR in the breeder
Fig. 2.17 – TBM–HCPB neutronics mockup in front of
cassettes was measured using lithium carbonate
the FNG target
(Li2CO3) pellets at four depths inside the mockup (two
positions at each depth, one in the upper and one in the
1.20
lower cassette). Twelve pellets were used at each
Be from FENDL 2.1
position to determine the TPR profile through the
POS 8 ENEA
POS 6 ENEA
1.00
cassette. The total experimental uncertainty on the TPR
(more exactly, on the tritium specific activity) was ±4.9%
POS 4 ENEA
(2 s). Three independent measurements were
0.80 POS 2 ENEA
performed, by ENEA, TUD and JAERI. The neutron flux
in beryllium was also measured with the use of
0.60
0
8
12
4
activation foils. The measured tritium specific activities
Pellet number
in the TBM (E) were compared with the same values (C)
calculated by the MCNP.4c code, using a very detailed
Fig. 2.18 – C/E ratio of tritium activity in Li2CO3
model of the experimental setup and neutron cross
pellets. Calculation performed using FENDL–2.1
sections from the European Fusion File (EFF), versions
neutron cross sections
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1.3

2.4 and 3, and from FENDL, versions 2.0 and 2.1. The results
show that, with the exception of the first position, i.e., for
depths ≥10 cm, the calculation of the tritium production is
underestimated by a maximum of 8% and that the
underestimation is within the total uncertainty of the C/E
comparison (±8.3% at 2 s level) (fig. 2.18). The results for the
front position (depth=4.2 cm) show a larger underestimation,
of 14%. The results show that the calculations of the TPR
provide conservative results for reactor applications.

2.6.6 Development of single–crystal
diamonds for radiation detection

CVD

High–quality single–crystal diamond films homoepitaxially
grown by microwave chemical vapour deposition (CVD) were
used to produce diamond–based photodetectors. The
devices were tested over a very wide spectral range, from the
extreme ultraviolet (UV) (20 nm) up to the near infrared (IR)
region (2400 nm). An optical parametric oscillator tuneable
laser was used to investigate the 210–2400 nm spectral
range in pulse mode. In this region, the spectral response
shows a UV to visible contrast of about 6 orders of magnitude
(fig. 2.20). A time response shorter than 5 ns, i.e., the laser
pulse duration, was observed. By integrating the pulse shape,
there was a clear minor slow component, which can be
explained in terms of trapping–detrapping effects. Extreme
UV gas sources and a toroidal grating vacuum
monochromator were used to measure the device response
down to 20 nm in continuous mode. In particular, the extreme

1.1
0.9
0.7
0.5

C/E

Activation experiments to validate neutron cross
sections of fusion–relevant materials.
The
neutron–induced decay heat on samples of molybdenum
(99.99 %) irradiated at FNG was measured (task TTMN–002).
Three Mo samples were irradiated for about 3.5 h. One sample
was monitored with the ENEA decay heat measuring system,
which measures gamma and beta decay heats
simultaneously. The other two samples were monitored with
HPGe detectors. The decay times studied ranged from a few
minutes up to some days after irradiation. The experimental
data and EASY2005 code package predictions compare
satisfactorily both for beta and for gamma heats (fig 2.19). A
discrepancy (C/E=0.85) was found in the gamma heat for
short decay times, which could be due to the reactions
92Mo(n,2n)91Mo, + 92Mo(n,2n)91mMom(IT) →91Mo, and/or to
the decay data of 91Mo. This nuclide is responsible for about
90% of the produced heat for a short decay time (<1000 s).
With gamma spectroscopy it was possible to identify
radionuclides, which mainly contribute to the induced
activation. In total seven reactions were identified as being
responsible for more than 99% of the heat produced in the
measured decay time. For these reactions EASY–2005 data
are adequate for reproducing the experimental results
obtained at FNG.

Beta heat

Gamma heat
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Decay time (s)
Fig. 2.19 – C/E for decay heat from beta and
gamma rays. Error bars include both the
experimental and the calculation uncertainties
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UV He spectrum was measured, and the He II m,
30.4 nm and He I 58.4 nm emission lines were clearly
detected. In both experimental setups extremely good
stability and reproducibility of the device response were
obtained, whereas neither persistent photoconductivity
nor undesirable pumping effects were observed.
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The use of diamond UV detectors has been proposed for
JET EP2. Three CVD diamond detectors were installed in
10-6
2005 at JET for testing: two of the detectors are
polycrystalline CVD diamond films, 30– and 40–μm–thick,
200
400
600
800
1000 1200
respectively;
the third is a 110–μm–thick monocrystalline
Wavelength (nm)
CVD.
The
first
polycrystalline diamond is covered with
Fig. 2.20 – Normalised response as a function of
4
μ
m
of
LiF
95%
enriched in 6Li and enclosed inside a
incident laser wavelenght and intensity (insert)
polyethylene moderator cap. It will be used to measure
the time–dependent total neutron yield from the plasma
and compare it with that of fission chambers. The second polycrystalline diamond is connected to a fast
(1 GHz) preamplifier and a threshold discriminator via a long (about 100 m) double screened cable. It will
be used to detect the 14–MeV neutrons produced by triton burn–up, using the reaction 12C (n,α0)9Be. The
response of this detector is fast and the electronics is far from the high radiation environment. Its output
will be compared with that of silicon diodes. The third monocrystalline diamond will be used to
demonstrate the feasibility of 14–MeV neutron spectrometry at about 3% peak resolution.

2.7 Materials

2.7.1 SiC/SiC composite development
Low cycle fatigue testing has been undertaken to investigate the fatigue behaviour of the EU 2D reference
SiCSiC produced by MAN GmbH (Augsburg) Germany [2.16]. Four–point flexural cyclic tests were carried
out at room temperature (RT) and 1000°C in flowing Ar with a frequency of 2 Hz. The peak stress imposed
for testing ranged between a significant and a small fraction of the unfatigued flexural strength. The results
at RT showed that the material has good fatigue behaviour, as no failure occurred after 0.8×105 cycles at
a peak load up to 98% of the flexural strength, which is well above the matrix cracking stress. This result
means that the microcracking process is arrested during cyclic loading and remains stationary. In contrast
with the results at RT, when tested at 1000°C specimens failed before reaching 0.8×105 cycles, even at a
stress level well below the flexural strength at 1000°C. This different behaviour indicates that the composite
suffers from matrix crack propagation. The results obtained at 1000°C are summarised in figure 2.21,
where peak stress vs fatigue life (Wöhler curve) is plotted. A high lifetime is expected only for stress as low
as 40% of flexural strength at 1000°C. The stress–strain loops indicate that specimens deteriorate
continuously, even if they are still able to sustain the fatigue load.
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240
200
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120
80
40
100

1000

10000

Cycles to failure
Fig. 2.21 – 2D composite fatigue curve at 1000°C

Four–point bending tests were used to investigate the
creep behaviour of EU 2D SiCSiC. The testing temperature
was 1000°C under flowing Ar. The applied bending load
ranged from 150 to 60 MPa. The obtained curves (strain vs
time) showed that, with the exception of the curve at 150
MPa which shows a fast failure, two stages can be
observed: the first (primary stage) is related to a significant
increase in strain during the first part of the test; the second
(stationary stage) is related to stabilisation of the strain rate.
A third stage was not observed. The outcome of the tests
is that the material shows limited stress rupture resistance.
In fact a significant time to rupture can be extrapolated only
at stress values well below the matrix cracking stress.
These tests are going to be replicated in vacuum
conditions to see the effect of oxygen partial pressure.
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The molecular dynamics simulations of radiation
damage in cubic SiC bicrystals were continued [2.17].
The atomic–scale mechanisms of radiation damage
recovery were studied for simulated ion irradiation in a
SiC system containing one (001) twist grain boundary
in the direction approximately perpendicular to the ion
penetration. The (001) grain boundary had a
disordered atomic structure and was sufficiently
representative of high–angle high–energy boundaries
in cubic SiC. Comparison of the results with the
previous results of irradiation in perfect SiC crystals
(i.e., without grain boundaries) showed that the grain
boundaries have a relevant effect on the annealing of
cascade defects. In general, C interstitials are the
prevalent type of defect over the whole range of
energies explored.

a)

The manufacture of SiCf/SiC composites with
advanced fibres, improved interphase and matrix by
isothermal chemical vapour infiltration (CVI)
continued. UBE Tyranno SA3 fibre 3D textures were
developed and characterised in collaboration with the
b)
Tecnotessile Company (Italy). Fibre strips with different
volumetric percentages were finally delivered. As a
Fig. 2.22 – CVI–SiCSiC composites: a) C interphase on
result of the collaboration between ENEA and
fibre; b) intra fibre–bundle SiC infiltration
FN–Nuove Tecnologie e Servizi Avanzati SpA (Italy), a
CVI reactor was successfully commissioned and the
first composite manufacturing was attempted. The decomposition of C and SiC gas precursors (methane
and three–clorosilane) was studied and analysed. Following some modifications to the experimental facility,
the process parameters were optimised. A thin layer of pyrocarbon was deposited on Tyranno SA fibre 2D
preforms and then the performs were infiltrated by polycrystalline CVI–SiC (fig. 2.22).

2.7.2 Reduced–activation steels
Small–angle neutron scattering (SANS) of
reduced–activation ferritic–martensitic (RAFM)
steels continued. Neutron–irradiated standard
EUROFER 97 samples are being prepared at the
hot cells in FZK to be then transported to the High
Flux Reactor of the Institute Laue Langevin (ILL)
Grenoble so that the SANS experiment can be
scheduled as early as possible in the first semester
of 2006. The maximum available dose level will be
lower (8.4–10 dpa) than that initially expected (15
dpa), but still significantly higher than the level
previously investigated (2.5 dpa). Preliminary
measurements on unirradiated reference samples
and on unirradiated EUROFER oxide dispersion
strengthened (ODS) material were carried out to
continue the microstructural investigation of
different metallurgical treatments. Other correlated
activities on precipitation phenomena and He
effects in RAFM steels, including ODS material,
have been reported [2.18].
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2.8 International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility

2.8.1 Lithium target replaceable back–plate
The design of the reference International Fusion
Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) lithium target is
based on the replaceable back–plate concept. This
choice has the major advantage of simplifying
remote–handling (RH) activities and reducing the
substitution time of the target by not having to
dismount the vertical target assembly (VTA). Since the
replaceable back–plate prototype (fig. 2.23) was
delivered to ENEA Brasimone, it has been subject to
an intense test campaign under nominal conditions to
validate the concept itself and to improve the target
Fig. 2.23 – Remote replacement of the back–plate
design. Its suitability for RH maintainability has been
demonstrated. To complete the qualification of the bayonet concept, a test campaign was carried out to
evaluate its reliability and to develop the RH procedures required in the case of failure. The back–plate
positioning accuracy achievable with this kind of prototype was also measured.
During 2005 a detailed design integration study of a back–plate–target assembly was carried out also to
provide a detailed geometry for the thermal–mechanical analysis by finite–elements modelling. Monte
Carlo–McDeLicious analysis results were used to account for the nuclear heat generation; the heat
exchange considered was thermal convection with lithium and thermal contact between back–plate and
target assembly. The thermal–mechanical analyses made it possible to estimate the stress–strain field and
also to obtain information on the deformed shape, which is particularly important for the lithium flow profile
because severe thermal deformation will produce lithium flow instability. The result of the design integration
exercise showed that the integration is feasible since the interaction with vertical test assemblies is not
critical. The preliminary results of this study indicate that when the back–plate is made of AISI316L the
maximum stress generally exceeds the elastic limit and the ASME–derived criteria limits, but when RAFM
steels are used the ASME requirements are satisfied. The thermal displacements produce a limited
deviation of the liquid lithium–back–plate wall profile, but its influence on the lithium jet stability could be
tolerated.

2.8.2 Hydraulic instabilities on the back–plate and cavitation risk

CASBA RMS (dB)

A significant part of the experimental activity performed in 2005 at the CEF 1–2 thermal hydraulic facility at
ENEA Brasimone was aimed at assessing the effect of the back–plate curvature on the onset and evolution
of hydraulic instabilities. The experiments were carried out on the HY–JET test section, using as relevant
parameters the target back–wall curvature and surface roughness and the precision of the joint between
the nozzle and the back–plate. Water was used with Reynolds hydraulic similitude with the lithium jet flow
of the target system as foreseen in the nozzle–replaceable back–plate design. The nozzle outlet velocity
was varied from 0 to 14 m/s, while the water temperature was regulated at 20°C or 60°C to simulate the
lithium Reynolds number at 300°C. The water jet instabilities on
45
the back–plate downstream of the nozzle were recorded by an
appropriate charge coupled device (CCD) camera located on
40
3RD orificed plate
windows in front and on the lateral sides of the free surface flow.
35
The overall pressure drop was determined, including the
contribution from the flow straightener and the three multi–hole
30
orificed plates. The ENEA CASBA–2000 accelerometer was
Nozzle outlet
25
qualified to detect the onset of cavitation noise on both the flow
straightener–orificed plates and at the nozzle outlet. The flow
20
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
instabilities were fully observed, particularly the vena
Nozzle velocity (m/s)
detachment at the outlet of the reference nozzle and the flow
accumulation on the lateral tray walls. The experiments showed
Fig. 2.24 – Measurement of cavitation noise by
that cavitation phenomena (fig. 2.24) start when the nozzle
CASBA meter at 37°C with surface roughness of
velocity reaches about 9 m/s, corresponding to a
3.3–5.0 μm
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“vena–contracta” velocity in the orificed plate of
about 2.3 m/s. In parallel with this experimental
activity, a theoretical study on the conditions for
cavitation generation in various parts of the
lithium loop (fig. 2.25) was carried out. The work
provided a tool for computing the pressure
distribution inside the lithium target circuit and a
map of the Li cavitation risk in the circuit.

Orificed plates
Nozzle-back plate

Vortex flow
meter

Dump tank

HX Li/organic

2.8.3 Lithium corrosion and chemistry

Main
valve

10” ANSI piping
8” ANSI piping

Vortex flow
meter
EMP pump

The corrosion resistance of steels under
Fig. 2.25 – Lithium target scheme adopted for computation
high–velocity lithium flow and control of the
lithium chemistry are of concern in the IFMIF
design and require intense experimental and theoretical efforts. The LIFUS III loop has been constructed
and installed at ENEA Brasimone to carry out the relative experimental campaign. The tests on the loop
with water at RT revealed some problems during the charging phase, which necessitated some minor
modifications (task TTMI–002–D4). Concerning the monitoring and control of non–metallic impurities in
lithium, the most promising techniques were selected in collaboration with the University of Nottingham.
Two sensors were realised for installation in the auxiliary loop. In parallel, a resistivity measurement
campaign was performed to get a set of reference values in saturated conditions at different temperatures.
The measurement was carried out in a glove box by means of a small 30–mm–long AISI steel capillary
linked to a precision resistivity meter. The measured specific resistivity is proportional to the dissolved
nitrogen concentration. The samples can be taken out from the loop by means of a vacuum Swagelok
bottle. A system for lithium sampling in vacuum was designed and will be installed on the auxiliary loop to
perform off–line impurity measurements. In the near future, equilibrium foil will be installed in the hot trap
to have a long–term measurement of nitrogen to validate the measurement of the on–line sensors.

2.8.4 Safety analysis
IFMIF has to comply with international radiation protection regulations for the protection of workers, the
general public and the environment. Once the host country has been selected, the appropriate national
codes and standards will apply to the detailed design, construction and operation. Three safety systems
have been identified for IFMIF: the accelerator shutdown, beamline isolation and access control interlock.
In addition to these three systems, all normal radiation protection practices will be implemented. The IFMIF
radiation hazards to the general public are lower than those of nuclear facilities (e.g., experimental fission
reactors and the proposed ITER fusion facility), but higher
than those generally related to a high–energy accelerator
facility because of the presence of a larger amount of
hazardous sources (EFDA contract 04–1188) [2.19, 2.20].
The safety analysis has identified most of the off–normal
conditions that could lead to off–site radiation exposure, but
[2.19] T. Pinna, A. Natalizio, and G.
in all cases, the likelihood of such an exposure appears to be
Cambi, IFMIF preliminary safety
low, at least qualitatively. However, the main focus of the
analysis report: safety design, ENEA
analysis so far has been on identifying the systems necessary
Internal Report FUS–TN SA–SE–R–127
to prevent or mitigate an off–site radiation exposure, rather
(2005)
than on quantifying the magnitude of the exposure.
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however, the consequences would be more severe, both from a radiological and a non–radiological
viewpoint because of the presence of lithium, as both air and water can react with liquid lithium in an
explosive manner. A fast–acting isolation valve has been placed in the beam line upstream of the lithium
target to protect the accelerator from target instabilities and target disturbances. The same valve can protect
the lithium target from accelerator–generated disturbances, such as air and water ingress. However, a
residual vulnerability lies in the piece of accelerator tube between the beam line isolation valve and the target.
While this part is short relative to the total length of the accelerator tube, this residual vulnerability represents
a non–negligible risk. Hence, a detailed analysis of this case has been identified as a high priority item.
Two other areas require further detailed analysis, i.e., the lithium loop room and the access cell. The
radiological consequences of a liquid–lithium spill in the lithium loop room need to be assessed. Likewise,
the radiological consequences of a helium coolant discharge from the test assemblies located inside the
access cell need to be assessed. For all the other postulated event sequences analysed, there is a high
level of confidence that off–site radiological consequences will be well below regulatory limits.

2.8.5 Cost assessment of conventional facilities
This assessment took into account the latest design solutions reported in the IFMIF Comprehensive Design
Report issued in January 2004. The following facilities were analysed according to the material and
man–power cost in Italy [2.21]: buildings including cranes, plus the administration & service buildings;
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system; cooling water system and electric power system;
central control and common instrumentation (CC & CI) system.
The main building complex has been divided in two parts: i) the bunker building, mainly at basement level
and consisting of shielded areas and cells; ii) the industrial building, including the above–ground–level
construction with the exclusion of accelerator vaults, rf power bays, beam transport room, radiation
isolation area, target interface room, storage cell and access maintenance room. The administration
building plus the other service buildings, including the electric switchyard building, warehouse, emergency
power building and cooling tower, have been estimated separately.
The overall IFMIF building cost assessment, including cranes, stack and site preparation is 51 M€. The
comparison of this cost with that reported in the IFMIF Cost Estimate 2003, Appendix F, is very good,
(+0.03% difference for the overall cost). The overall HVAC cost assessment is 15 M€, based on a scaling
up of the cost of the analogous JET system and on case studies listed in the web site of the Carrier
Corporation Company (Connecticut, USA). The costs of the cooling water and electric power system have
also been analysed, adopting a factoring type assessment scaling up according to a relationship
correlating the power and the cost, as in an analogous estimate done for the Italian TERA Project (Centre
for Oncological Hadrontherapy). The estimated costs are 7 M€ and 8 M€ for the cooling water system and
the electric power system, respectively, roughly 30% higher than the IFMIF Cost Estimate 2003.
The fourth item analysed is the IFMIF CC & CI system. The labour cost was estimated on the basis of the
personnel rates adopted in the IFMIF Cost Estimate Appendix F. The cost of the single components was
obtained from the SIET company, which is experienced in procuring complex instrumentation, and by using
the component price lists found on the Internet. The total resulting cost is 11 M€, i.e., 8.7% lower than the
previous quotation in the IFMIF Cost Estimate 2003.

2.9 Safety and Environment, Power Plant Studies and Socio–Economics
2.9.1 Plant Safety Assessment for ITER FEAT
Occupational radiation exposure (ORE) analyses. Regarding the European ITER site studies, further
design information is needed to be able to provide the safety authorities with a complete justification of the
as–low–as–reasonably–achievable (ALARA) requirements. This justification implies that there is a
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documented trail demonstrating that a
ORE 2001
ORE 2002
ORE 2003
250
reduction in the worker dose has been
applied, at system, (major) component and
200
facility levels. Focussing on equipment
maintenance alone will not satisfy the
150
regulatory requirements as doses can come
100
from operating activities, such as monitoring
and testing, and it is highly probable that this
50
information will be required for the
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR). A
0
review including documentation of the
assumptions and results of the past analysis
for the ion cyclotron, electron cyclotron and
neutral beam heating systems, diagnostics
Fig. 2.26 – Results of different ORE assessments for port–interfacing
and test blankets has been reported [2.22].
systems
In comparison with the former studies, a
systematic reduction in the total worker dose
estimate for the port interfacing systems has been achieved: from 249.9 p–mSv/a (2001) to
172.6 p–mSv/a (2002) and 132.3 p–mSv/a in the most recent analysis (2003) (fig. 2.26).
A preliminary ORE assessment for the neutral beam and lower hybrid and current drive systems [2.23]
revealed that for each one the worker dose can be significant. Due to the lack of design details,
conservative assumptions were preferred in order to maintain safety margins. The rough evaluation gave
an ORE of 8.1 mSv/y for the neutral beam and 1.22 mSv/y for the lower hybrid. The internal dose was
taken into account because information on the tritium concentration was not available. The study
demonstrated that the worker dose is not zero and that the
design evolution and modifications in the maintenance
programme must be carefully followed in the analysis in order
to update the ORE.
ORE software tools.
A software tool [2.24],
ORE_In_Rooms_Code, has been developed by ENEA for
evaluating ORE and maintenance procedures. The code is
based on Excel spreadsheets, with dedicated Excel
workbooks formatted to record useful data. Visual Basic
routines have been developed to easily manage such data.
The tool was applied to evaluate worker radiation exposure
when performing hands–on activities in equatorial port
number one (Eq#01) to assist RH procedures for
maintenance of the port plug, its removal and transfer to the
hot cell and vice–versa. Clearance of the port cell from
equipment located in front of the port, unsealing of the port
plug and preparation for the cask docking and, vice–versa,
reassembly of the port plug and equipment in the port cell,
sealing of the plug and reinstallation of equipment located in
port cell were considered. Airborne tritium was not taken into
account as it should be absent in the workspaces when the
primary vacuum boundary is intact and, during unsealing of
the port plug, the work should be performed in fully
pressurised plastic suits.
It has been estimated that the total hands–on activities to be
performed in RH assistance relative to the port plug in Eq#01
require a total work effort of 472 p–h (118 p–h/y because
maintenance is expected every four years) and a collective
worker dose of about 30 p–mSv (7.4 p–mSv/y). The highest
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contribution comes from the operations on the port plug flange (main flange unsealing/sealing, cooling
pipes cutting/welding), with about 7 p–mSv (~1.8 p–mSv/y).
ORE during ITER waste management. Another study concerned assessing the ORE for activities
relative to the management of ITER operational radioactive waste [2.25] originating in the ITER plant from
experimental and maintenance activities and destined to be handled in the waste treatment system (WTS).
This is basically waste from filters and demineralizers, equipment, floor, shower and laundry drains, dry
solid waste such as contaminated clothing and paper, and other hardware deriving from the maintenance
of tokamak systems. Not included is the waste generated inside the tokamak, which is highly activated
and will be managed inside the hot cell
processing system. The WTS is
Table 2.I – Amount of liquid waste
subdivided into liquid– and solid–stream
processing systems. The first is housed in
Liquid Stream
Max. annual production
the basement; the second, on the ground
floor of the Radwaste Facility building.
The related ventilation system and its
– Waste water not containing oil/organics
∼ 2 m3
utilities plus the control room are housed
– Waste water containing oil/organics
∼ 20 m3
on the upper floor. The foreseen amount
– Waste water containing detergent
∼ 3500 m3
of liquid waste streams to be processed
and surfactants potentially contaminated
is summarised in table 2.I.
(from showers and other drains)

The final processing of liquid waste
streams is carried out by oil separation,
when appropriate, and/or filtration plus
demineralisation to divide the active contaminants from the liquid bulk. The radioactivity is concentrated in
filters and ion exchange resins, to be treated with the solid waste stream by cementation (filters) and
dewatering (spent ion exchange resins), and in separated oil to be treated in a mobile incineration plant or
sent for disposal. After processing, liquid streams are collected for re–use, water detritiation or recycling.
The solid radioactive waste processing system includes storing, classification and processing.
The estimated annual production of solid wastes is about 115 m3. All waste process activities are provided
through periodic external service by mobile units. The classification of the operative areas of the Radwaste
Facility building has been reviewed to define the exposure conditions. The activities to be performed in the
WTS, the work power involved, duration and related radiation exposure conditions have been defined and
assessed. Permanently installed treatment equipment is not necessary due to the low waste volume and
the frequency of treatment expected and because batches of waste can be disposed of by external
services on a pre–scheduled basis. The collective annual dose to the workers has been estimated to be
4.9 pers×mSv, assuming maximum dose rate levels in the operating areas involved in the in–service
inspection and maintenance activities. When, during in–service inspection and maintenance, the dose rate
level is reduced to 2/3 of the upper limit, the collective dose is reduced by about 20%, down to
~4.3 pers×mSv.

2.9.2 Validation of computer codes and models
Cryogenic phenomena (CONSEN). Loss–of–vacuum accidents with release of water or steam in
cryogenic conditions are possible in fusion facilities such as ITER. In 2005 a new campaign was launched
to validate codes used in safety analysis to simulate such accidents by means of the EVITA experimental
facility (CEA, Cadarache France). EVITA tests a steam or water leak in a vacuum chamber containing
cryogenic surfaces and, in some cases, uncondensable gas.
The CONSEN5.1 code developed by the University of Rome La Sapienza for ENEA was validated [2.26]
against the experimental data. The code is able to evaluate temperature and pressure trends in
interconnected volumes affected by a loss–of–coolant accident, taking into account the relative heat and
mass exchange. A new model to evaluate the porosity of ice during its formation and its influence on
density and thermal conductivity was developed and is being tested. With respect to the previous
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Table 2.II – CONSEN results vs EVITA experimental data (C=calculated, E= experimental)
TEST
C
(g)

ICE MASS
E
(C–E)/E
(g)
(%)

7.5

365.8

338

8%

7.6

140.3

136

3%

6.3

521.7

511

2%

C
(g)

316.6

LIQUID MASS
E
(C–E)/E
(g)
(%)

C
(g)

STREAM MASS
E
(C–E)/E
(g)
(%)

335

–5%

52.5

3.3

10

–67%

59.7

1968.8

1980

–1%

39.5

65

C
(kPa)

PRESSURE
E
(C–E)/E
(kPa)
(%)

–19%

46.3

57

–19%

57

5%

52.1

52

0%

52

–24%

36

37

–3%

7.7

150

165

–9%

17.1

0

24.9

27

–8%

18.1

18

1%

7.8

320.9

293

10%

413.4

440

–6%

84.4

82

3%

66.4

64

4%

5.41

576

447

29%

1876.3

2000

–6%

145.9

123

19%

120

124

–3%

7.10

555.1

420

32%

1091.8

1210

–10%

80.2

80

0%

63.1

63

0%

CONSEN5.0 code, some modifications to the iterative algorithms for the ice thickness evaluation have
been introduced. The results obtained in all the simulated cases are summarised in table 2.II. The ice
formation is correctly simulated in all the tests with the exception of 7.10 and 5.41, where it is
overestimated by about 30%. The experimental error is ±11 g for the ice mass, ±2.9 g for the condensate
at the end of injection and 3.9 kPa for the pressure. A discrepancy of –67% for the calculated condensate
mass in test 7.6 is not significant, as it corresponds to an absolute difference of 6.7 g. The main
phenomenon investigated in the experiments is the process of ice growth. In the previous EVITA
experiment, ice formation apparently stopped after a couple of minutes, while in the CONSEN simulations
it continued until the end of the transients. The present experiments confirm that ice growth proceeds, not
linearly, but with a reduced increasing rate during the transient, as calculated by the code.
Activated corrosion products (PACTITER). A new
programme to validate code v2.1 has been prepared. The
code will be used to simulate the stainless steel (SS316L)
release rate in the ITER primary cooling loop during baking
phases (200 °C) and the Cu–alloy release rate in the divertor
primary cooling loop condition (temperature, velocity and
chemistry). The programme will last until the end of 2006 and
will include the use of the new version of PACTITER (v3).
Transport of neutrons and materials activation (ANITA).
ANITA–2000 estimates based on the European Activation File
(EAF)–2003 have been validated by activity measurements
performed at the Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron (KIZ) [2.27].
In the experiments neutrons are produced with a “white
spectrum” by 19–MeV deuterons impinging on a thick
beryllium target. The measured specific activities in irradiated
samples of vanadium alloys, nickel, copper, lithium
orthosilicate, EUROFER 97 steel and tungsten were compared
with the calculations. A reasonable agreement between
calculated and experimental values was found, with the
discrepancies in the range 10–20%. The largest discrepancies
can be attributed to uncertainties related to low–energy fluxes
and to insufficient knowledge of the material impurity contents.
ANITA–2000/ EAF–2003 results were also compared with
photon and electron decay heat measurements for
molybdenum and tantalum, performed at the FNG 14–MeV
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neutron source at ENEA Frascati. For Mo the agreement between experimental and calculated beta decay
heats is good (within 10%), for all cooling times, while it is within 15% for the gamma decay heats; for Ta
the agreement is very good (within 2%), for all cooling times for the beta decay heat, and lower than 10%
for the gamma decay heat. It can be concluded that the ANITA–2000 code with the EAF–2003 are a good
tool for activation estimates in fusion field.

2.9.3 Safety–relevant neutronics and activation calculations
Clearance of the ITER vacuum vessel. The reference value of the cobalt content in the ITER inboard
and outboard vacuum vessel (VV) materials is 0.05 wt%. Different Co contents (from 0.01 up to 0.25 wt%)
were considered to evaluate the effects on the waste management policy and the maintenance ORE [2.28],
in particular for the inner and outer shell of the outboard VV. 316L(N)–IG steel, 304B7 (UNS number
S30467) and 304B4 (UNS number S30464) steels, and ferritic steel type 430 were analysed. The activation
calculation was performed with the ANITA–2000 activation code and the EAF–2003. The same operating
conditions as used for the ITER Generic Site Safety Report (GSSR) reference calculation were considered:
SA1 operation scenario (averaged integrated fluence on first wall surface of 0.5 MWa/m2, with an average
neutron wall load of 0.57 MW/m2). The following conclusions have been summarised from the analysis
results:
•

•

the increase in Co content in both inboard and outboard VV zones from 0.01 to 0.25 wt% does not
significantly change the waste management policy, i.e., if a material containing 0.05 wt% Co is clearable
within 100 years, it remains clearable within 100 years even with a 0.25 wt% Co content;
the time needed to reach a contact dose lower than 100 microSv/h at the outboard VV front and rear
walls depends clearly on the Co content in the 316L(N)–IG material of the corresponding zones. This is
significant mainly for the rear wall: the time increases from about four months to about eight years if the
Co content increases from 0.01 to 0.25 wt%. For the front wall this time increases correspondingly from
about 67 to about 82 years.

The clearance possibility of ITER VV materials was analysed again with the new unconditional clearance
levels given in the IAEA Safety Guide RS–G–1.7 (2004) and compared with that obtained from the older
IAEA TECDOC–855 (1996) [2.29]. Compared with the previous analysis results, the 430 ferritic steel and
304B4 stainless steel of the outboard VV zone VVSHDO(2) is clearable after a longer time. This is
particularly significant for the 304B4, which becomes clearable only after about 6000 years (compared to
the 90 years of the previous analysis). It appears that the notable change observed is due to the highest
contribution (at 100 years’ cooling time) from the Ni–63, which is now (i.e., with RS–G–1.7) about 40%,
instead of the older value of about 10% (i.e., with the TECDOC–855).
Activation of ITER coolant pipes irradiated in OSIRIS fission reactor. The SCALENEA–1 calculation
sequence was used to calculate the reaction rates and isotope activities of the 316LN steel test tubes
irradiated in the OSIRIS reactor (CEA Saclay) in January 2004 and then inserted in the CORELE–2 loop
(CEA Cadarache) for ITER material release–rate tests and PACTITER code validation [2.30]. A neutron
model was preliminarily set up to perform the radiation transport analysis and to identify (through
comparison with experimental neutron flux data from the OSIRIS team) the suitable neutron flux spectra
for ANITA–2000 activation calculations. Comparisons of the ANITA–2000 results with the measured
activities and with the calculation performed at CEA with the CASTOR code show a good agreement.

2.9.4 Power Plant Conceptual Study
The main accident sequences were identified by a set of postulated initiating events (PIEs) and
representative accident scenarios. Deterministic analyses of some accident sequences were then
performed by the CONSEN5.1 code to check the secondary confinement design (e.g., selected volume,
design pressure, size of the rupture disk), to quantify the environmental source terms and to provide
feedbacks to the design [2.31]. The analysis showed a limited T and dust release to the environment. The
adoption of a scrubber and a drainage system is very effective in reducing dust and tritium migration to the
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environment. It is important to point out a possible problem relative to the design choice of adopting an
internal expansion volume. It has been ascertained that, in case of an in–VV loss–of–coolant accident
(LOCA) with pressure relief of the VV to the secondary containment, contamination of operating areas with
T and dust would occur, but the quantities are negligible if the detritiation system intervenes. A generalised
loss of heat sink (loss of flow accident [LOFA]+in–VV LOCA affecting all the 9 FW/BK loops) could lead to
elevated pressures, requiring a very large expansion volume (500,000 m3) to accommodate the
pressurization. It would be necessary to consider the possibility of having an external expansion volume to
mitigate the consequences. Problems could occur with the interconnection of the secondary heat transfer
system through the condenser and turbines, with the possible involvement of all the primary loops in the
case of a loss of heat sink.
Watching brief activities in the field of radioactive waste management. The current state of the art
in the field of recycling and clearance was reviewed, with particular focus on existing safety criteria
regulations and standards [2.32]. Recycling is becoming increasingly necessary due to the shortage of
energy and natural resources. Safety criteria have been defined and regulations and standards are going
to be set in many countries, even though the need for harmonising clearance levels is an issue of concern.
The decommissioning experience of an entire
generation of nuclear facilities will be exploited by the
fusion industry, including the actual possibility to clear
(for recycling, reuse or disposal) slightly radioactive
material. The real waste management problem is
related to the in–vessel components: at the moment it
seems more important to demonstrate the feasibility of
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ctivities in 2005 continued to be focussed basically on ITER-related tasks and projects. The electrical
characterisation of advanced strands vs field and strain was completed, and the subsequent step was to use the
strands to manufacture four full-size conductor lengths. The strands were joined two by two for testing in the
SULTAN facility. The experimental campaign on the first SULTAN sample, TFAS1 (two of the four conductor lengths),
started at the end of 2005. As a result of the gain in strand performance, EFDA and ENEA went on to design and
manufacture conductor for a high-field dipole magnet to be used, in parallel with SULTAN, as a facility for conductor
characterisation. The poloidal field conductor insert coil has been wound, the terminations and the intermediate joint
formed and completed, and the primary impregnation carried out.
The experimental activity on high-temperature superconducting materials was mainly devoted to the development of
YBa2Cu3O7-X (YBCO)-based coated conductors for power applications. Two deposition approaches were investigated:
A physical deposition system on moving tape was developed for the buffer layer architecture to realise a template for
YBCO deposition; chemical-solution deposition was also studied because of its relative simplicity, precise stoichiometric
control and possible scaling up of the epitaxial YBCO film deposition. YBCO thin films grown on monocrystalline
substrates and the effect of the partial substitution of Y with Ca on the grain-boundary transport properties were also
investigated.

3.2 ITER Magnets

3.2.1 Advanced Nb3Sn strands
In the framework of the EFDA task “ASTEST: Tests of Advanced Nb3Sn Strands”, the performance and
layout of advanced Nb3Sn multifilamentary strands delivered by four European companies were studied to
cross check the strand tests carried out by the manufacturers and also to fully characterise some selected
strands in relation to their structural and superconducting properties:
•
•

•
•

Strand layout (diameter, thickness of Cr coating, Cu:non-Cu ratio) was measured by scanning electron
microscope.
Strand twist pitch length was evaluated both by optical microscope after etching the outer copper
stabiliser with acid and by means of the x-ray tomography technique developed at the Institute for
Lasers, Plasma and Radiation Physics in Bucharest, Romania [3.1]. Using this technique it was possible
to reconstruct a 3D image of the filamentary structure within the single 0.81-mm strand, and thereby
accurately determine its twist pitch length.
Critical transport current and n-value as well as the residual resistivity ratio (RRR) were measured by
standard electrical techniques.
Hysteresis losses were determined with the use of a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).

The results of the measurement campaign showed that the upgraded strands meet the latest ITER
requirements, with an overall critical transport current of at least 200 A (at 12 T, 4.2 K), equivalent to a
non–Cu Jc of about 800 A/mm2, a Cu:non-Cu ratio of about 1, a strand diameter of 0.81 mm, and with
non-Cu hysteresis losses limited to less than 1000 kJ/m3 on a ±3 T field cycle at 4.2 K [3.2, 3.3].
Another EFDA task, BARBEN, was carried out at ENEA in collaboration with CEA to test the performance
of advanced Nb3Sn strands subjected to pure bending strain. As Nb3Sn will be used in manufacturing the
toroidal field coils (TFCs) for ITER, it will be subjected to several strain components. In particular, it has been
pointed out that the bending strain resulting from the twisted structure of the strands within the conductor
has to be considered when extrapolating the superconducting properties of a coil from the single-strand
characteristics. At strand level, bending strain causes current transfer among filaments, from the most to
the least strained regions in the wire cross section, and can cause resistive voltages. The objective of this
task was to investigate the effect of bending strain on the performance of the recently developed advanced
Nb3Sn strands. The effect of the bending strain was combined with a uniform longitudinal strain to get
better evidence of the difference between the long and the short twist pitch hypotheses with respect to the
characteristic current transfer length and also to test the system in conditions as close as possible to those
of the ITER TFC operation, when the stainless steel jacket will be responsible for a uniform compressive
strain on the whole conductor section.

3. Superconductivity
A particular technique was
Copper cap for connection
developed to apply the
to current leads
Strand transferring cone
bending strain as uniformly
Measurement mandrel
Heat treatment mandrel
as possible over the sample
length and on sections as
long as possible: the
jacketed strands were first
wound on stainless steel
mandrels
and
heat
treatment was performed.
Then, some samples were
Fig. 3.1 – Tools used to heat treat the Nb3Sn strand sample, apply the bending strain
transferred onto larger- and
and measure the transport critical current
others
onto
smallerdiameter stainless steel
mandrels and the transport critical current was measured. The transfer step results in the application of a
bending strain over the whole sample length, which is positive (under tension) on one side of the strand
and negative (under compression) on the other (fig. 3.1) [3.4].
The transport critical current was measured on bare unjacketed strands as well as on strands compacted
inside thin stainless-steel tubes, both before and after applying the bending strain [3.5]. It was determined
experimentally that when uniform longitudinal strain is applied,
the percentage of degradation in critical current due to
jacketing ranges between about 55% at 14 T to about 37%
at 10 T. With additional bending strain, there is a 20 to 30%
degradation at 14 T, which decreases on reducing the applied
magnetic fields [3.6].
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intermediate joint

ratio in the TFMC and in the new samples will be
compared. The test programme in SULTAN includes
current sharing temperature and critical current before
and after 1000 load cycles at 11 T/60 kA.
The TFAS1 test campaign started at the end of 2005 and
will be concluded in the first part of 2006. TFAS2 is to be
tested in 2006 with the main objective of comparing the
CICC performance with the strand characteristics.

main winding

3.2.3 Code development and validation
Fig. 3.2 – Part of the PFCI coil with intermediate joint
in position

NbTi
strands
(1440)

CuCrZr
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Petal
wrap
Central
cooling
channel

ENEA is responsible for coordinating the activities of the
group (Bologna, Turin, Udine, and Padua Universities),
which concern the development of a fully integrated
code (THELMA) for simulating the performance of a
magnet formed of jointed superconducting CICCs. The
activity has practically been completed and a first version
of the code complete with user manual already
distributed.

3.2.4 Poloidal field conductor insert
Soldered
interface

Fig. 3.3 – Conductor cross section at the PFCI
intermediate joint. Central channel inner diam 10 mm

The activities preparatory to testing the ITER poloidal
field conductor insert (PFCI) at the Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI) in 2006 proceeded
throughout 2005. The PFCI coil was wound and the
terminations and intermediate joint formed and
completed (figs. 3.2 and 3.3). The primary impregnation
of the PFCI coil was completed in August 2005.

The main objectives of the PFCI test are [3.7,3.8]: (1) establish the direct current (dc) current–sharing limits
of the conductor, especially where they are driven below the usual 10 μV/m level and compare them with
predictions based on short– (and sub–size) sample tests; (2) measure the overall alternating current (ac)
(coupling) losses at various operating conditions (and again compare with short–sample measurements);
(3) check the effect of cycling on (1) and (2), especially noting the very long–term cycling effects predicted
by mechanical simulations; (4) investigate stability at fast ramping of the current; (5) investigate quench
behaviour. The PFCI experiment will also be equipped with two measuring heads mounting 40 Hall probes
to study current distribution inside the conductor [3.8].

3.2.5 Dipole facility
As is well known, to reach the high field values required for ITER operation, Nb3Sn superconducting cables
have to be used to wind its main magnets (central solenoid and toroidal field coils). This kind of
superconductor is quite hard but very brittle, so to manufacture such magnets, Nb3Sn basic strands have
to be cabled and wound unreacted, and then the coil has to be thermally treated to get the reaction
between Nb and Sn (the so–called wind–and–react [W&R] technique). A fundamental step in constructing
these ITER magnets is to test their conductor samples in operating conditions. As the only facility presently
available for testing them is SULTAN, which will not be able to withstand the huge duty foreseen for ITER
construction (in the very near future), the European Community has decided to build a new facility to share
the test tasks with SULTAN. The facility will be based on a W&R dipole magnet wound from the latest
generation of Nb3Sn strands and will be the very first magnet based on such strands. ENEA has been
charged with manufacturing the entire lengths of CICC for the dipole. A few meters of a prototype
conductor were manufactured and tested in SULTAN during 2005.

3. Superconductivity
The good performance of the advanced Nb3Sn strand
observed in this sub–size rectangular CICC (fig. 3.4) not only
backs up the manufacture of the dipole facility, but also
represents an encouraging result for the development of
ITER Nb3Sn magnets [3.9].

3.2.6 Advanced Stability Experiment

3.3 High–Temperature Superconducting Materials

Some problems in the pipelines connecting the LINDE
liquefier to the test facility caused a delay in the 2005
schedule for the Advanced Stability Experiment (ASTEX).
However, the experimental campaign started and the very
first thermohydraulic calibration runs were acquired and used
for the THELMA code validation. The experimental campaign
will now have to continue into 2006.

Fig. 3.4 – Cross section of rectangular Nb3Sn CICC
prototype

3.3.1 Buffer layer deposition on moving tapes for
long–length YBCO–coated conductors
Templates for YBCO–coated conductors were obtained
through the epitaxial growth of buffer–layer (BL) architectures
on biaxially textured substrates. The deposition apparatus
Fig. 3.5 – Buffer–layer deposition equipment
consists of an ultra–high vacuum chamber equipped with a
reel–to–reel winding system (fig. 3.5), which allows tape
motion through the deposition region. In the deposition region the substrate is fed into a resistive oven. A
four–crucible electron–gun allows deposition of a multilayered BL architecture in consecutive runs as the
tape passes through the deposition region. A cube textured Ni 5 at.% W (Ni–W) is adopted as substrate,
and a Ni coating is used to avoid the formation of W oxides, which are more stable than Ni oxides. The
well–established CeO2/YSZ/CeO2 BL architecture was then deposited. CeO2 seed and cap layers were
deposited through reactive evaporation of Ce vapour in a H2O+O2 atmosphere. During evaporation, Ce
reacts with H2O, resolving the molecule and oxidizing. This results in a net H2 release which contributes to
preventing Ni from oxidizing. O2 released during YSZ evaporation causes CeO2 film deposited in pure H2O
atmosphere to crack. YSZ covers the cracks and bridges the
CeO2 islands, but undeliverable traces remain on the YSZ film
surface. The additional O2 keeps CeO2 stoichiometry more
stable and thus hinders film cracking. Figure 3.6 shows the
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Table 3.I – Deposition conditions and parameters for
continuous e-beam-deposited BLs

surface of a Ni–W/Ni/CeO2/YSZ sample obtained
in optimised deposition conditions (table 3.I). The
surface is smooth, reproducing features present
Material
Ni CeO2
YSZ
on the substrate and covering the substrate grain
boundaries. The YSZ grains have a typical tabular
Deposition temperature (°C) 450
650
650
shape. BL structural properties evaluated from
Film thickness (nm)
240
15
450
x–ray diffraction measurements reveal that the
Evaporation rate (Å/s)
4
1
3
biaxial texture of the substrate is replicated through
the BLs via epitaxy. In addition, the substrate
Tape velocity (mm/h)
106
385
38
-5
-4
out–of–plane alignment is improved by the
H2O pressure (Torr)
10
10
-6
successive depositions of CeO2 and YSZ films
O2 pressure (Torr)
10
(table 3.II). In order to test the efficacy of the BL
architecture deposited on moving tapes, some
3–cm–long buffered substrates
were coated with YBCO films by
Table 3.II – Structural properties of continuous e-beam-deposited BLs
pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
X–ray diffraction shows that the
Material
Ni-W NI CeO2 YSZ
YBCO film is (00l) oriented. The
YBCO surface (fig. 3.7a) is
Cubic fraction (I(200)/(I(200)+I(111))) (%)
92.4
98
compact and grains are fully
(002) ω–scan FWHM (deg.)
8.4
8.8
7.3
6.3
coalesced. Fractured specimens
(fig. 3.7b) reveal a dense,
compact and well adherent
multilayered structure. Superconducting
resistive
transition
(fig.
3.8)
shows
a
sharp
single–phase
transition
with
a)
TC0=89.2 K. The I–V characteristic at 77 K in zero–field
for a 420–nm–thick YBCO, performed on a 4–mm–wide
strip, leads to a Ic=16.6 A, which results in a
Jc=1 MA/cm2 and Ic1cmwide tape= 41.5 A/cm.

3.3.2 Ni–W substrate with Pd intermediate
layer
300 nm

b)

YBCO

CeO2
YSZ

200 nm

Fig. 3.7 – a) Surface morphology of a static PLD
YBCO grown on a continuous e–beam–deposited
Ni/CeO2/YSZ/CeO2 sample; b) Cross section of a
N–W/Ni/CeO2/YSZ/CeO2/ YBCO sample

The use of a Pd transient layer on Ni–W substrates
provides a sharpening of about 60% in both the buffer
layer template and the YBCO film textures with respect
to those of the substrate [3.10]. In the rolling–assisted
biaxially textured substrate (RABiTS) approach this
feature can improve the transport properties not only in
terms of critical current density but also in long–range
current conduction. The Pd film structural properties
were analysed, varying the deposition conditions and
substrate quality. By increasing the deposition
temperature,
an
out–of–plane
sharpening
Δω= ( PdF W H M ω–scans) – Ni–WF W H M ω–scans) /
(Ni–WFWHMω–scans) is observed. The temperature
increase promotes an Ni–Pd interlayer formation due to
interdiffusion mechanisms. The Ni–Pd interlayer causes
relaxation of stress related to film–substrate lattice
mismatch, resulting in a beneficial effect on the texture
sharpening (table 3.III). It was also observed that a
substrate with lower roughness encourages a sharper
Pd texture both in–plane and out–of–plane and at lower
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Tsub(°C) (002)ω-scan in TD FWHM
Pd(°) Ni-W(°) Dw(%)

Ni-W

Sub

Table 3.III – Structural properties of 200–nm Pd film deposited on Ni–alloy substrate at
different Tsub
(111)φ-scan FWHM
Pd(°) Ni-W(°) Df(%)

I(002)/(I(002)+I(111))

RT

6.1

8.5

28

7.8

6.7

-16

85.8
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7
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99.8
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100
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Fig. 3.8 – Resistivity measurement on a Ni–W/Ni/CeO2/
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film thickness (fig. 3.9). The growth of the buffer
layer template CeO2/YSZ/CeO2 is performed by
PLD at relatively low temperatures (450–500°C) to
protect the Pd nucleation surface from
interdiffusion mechanisms. The low lattice
mismatch between Pd and CeO2 allows
replication of the Pd texture. The YBCO
deposition is performed via physical and chemical
techniques, using PLD and the trifluoroacetate
metal–organic
decomposition
(TFA–MOD)
method
[3.11].
Despite
the
complete
Pd–substrate interdiffusion at the high
temperatures needed for YBCO epitaxial growth,
the YBCO films exhibited sharp textures with
(005)ω– and (113)φ–scan full width at half
maximum (FWHM) values of 2.5 and 5.3°
(fig. 3.10), and zero–resistance critical
temperature as high as 90.5 K with Jc values of
up to 2.1 MA/cm2 at 77K and self–field.

Fig. 3.9 – (002)Δω in transverse direction and (111)Δφ for
Pd film deposited at 450°C at 0.5 nm/s vs Pd film
thickness. Also reported is the behaviour for film
deposited on RN and L16 Ni–W substrates. RN is rougher
than L16
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3.3.3 Angular dependence of pinning mechanisms on Ca–substituted YBCO thin films
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Transport properties of 10 at.% Ca doped YBCO (YCBCO) thin films grown by PLD on SrTiO3 (STO) and
CeO2 buffered Al2O3 substrate (CAO) were analysed as a function of temperature, applied magnetic field
and magnetic field orientation [3.12–3.14]. The films exhibited comparable values of critical temperature
(Tc~78 K), while higher self–field Jc values and lower resistivity were observed for samples grown on STO.
Although similar qualitative behaviour of the critical current density dependence on the magnetic field can
be observed at θ=0° (magnetic field parallel to the c–axis) (fig. 3.11), a stronger influence of the grain
boundary network on dissipation mechanisms was evident in the sample grown on CAO, as confirmed by
analysis of the normal state resistivity. In these films c–axis correlated flux pinning was marked out by a
broad peak at θ=0° in the Jc vs angle behaviour, not observed using a STO substrate (fig. 3.12). However,
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Fig. 3.11 – Jc vs field behaviour for YBCO-STO and
YBCO-CeO2-Al2O3

Fig. 3.12 – Jc vs θ YBCO-STO and YBCO-Ce02-Al2O3

3. Superconductivity
analysis of the Jc(H) dependence collected at θ=90° revealed that this feature can be partially ascribed to
a dramatic decrease in the intrinsic pinning efficiency. These features can be related to grain boundary
network mechanisms, as the combined effect of the CeO2 template and 10 at.% Ca doping is expected
to induce more extended grain boundaries within the YBCO film.
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4.1 Introduction
During the reference year the activities of the Inertial Fusion Physics Group and Technology Group (IFPTG) concerned:
• preparation of the Fast Ion Generation Experiment (FIGEX) scheduled at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK) for

the first months of 2006;
• replacement of the damaged optical components along the ABC final amplification lines and tuning up of the laser

system and the related optical lines driving the two beams to the experimental chamber;

4.2 FIGEX Preparation

• design and commitment of devices for producing a diode subarray.

Studies were concentrated on irradiation of solid targets by short laser pulses to obtain physical models
to describe the two previously [4.1] determined modes of fast-ion production: Controlled Amount of Matter
(CAM) and Open Amount of Matter (OAM).
The CAM mode model is based on laser energy transfer to a controlled amount of matter before the target
becomes transparent to the laser light because of the gas-dynamical expansion. The target parameters,
the focussing conditions and the pulse duration as a function of the laser pulse energy, a function of the
aimed energy per nucleon and of the energy transfer efficiency to the target were determined. The
conditions for this mode to be experimentally addressed were also found.
The OAM mode relies on irradiation of a target with a large ion content by a short laser pulse. In this mode,
observed in several experiments, a small amount of fast ions is emitted from the rear and lateral sides of
the target, depending on the laser pulse and focussing parameters. Multi-MeV protons have been detected
in experiments and attributed to target contamination as emitted from the rear and the lateral sides of the
target. The acceleration process was explained as being due to the electric field in the negative charge
sheath formed on the rear and lateral sides by fast electrons generated in the laser-matter interaction zone
and passing through the target (target normal sheath acceleration [TNSA]). The high specific energy in the
proton component of the ions was explained by the highest charge-to-mass ratios (Z/A) featuring protons.

4.3 Ion Spectrometry

The TNSA and the expansion wave (EW) mechanisms in the framework of a two-temperature isothermal
model for the OAM mode and the associated peculiar hydrodynamic processes were reviewed. The
escaping electrons in transit through the target and ion acceleration were also re-considered to estimate
their role in the energy balance during fast-ion production by ultrashort pulses.

Ion spectrometry at different angles around the target
represents a most important diagnostic for FIGEX.
Given the free space available in the vacuum chamber,
six ion spectrometers (to be provided by the Rutherford
Laboratory) based on the Thomson parabola concept
are scheduled for installation as a diagnostic tool in the
experiment. The ion spectrometer tool to be used for
FIGEX was theoretically described to produce useful
formulas for experimental data interpretation.
In the meantime, preparatory studies were performed in
co-operation with the Heavy Ion Laboratory of Warsaw
University, and a preliminary design of a spectrometer
with scaled parameters was developed for use in the
ABC experiments. Work on the final design and
construction of the scaled spectrometer then continued
in co-operation with Warsaw and Enna Universities.

Fig. 4.1 - Thomson spectrometer for the ABC
facility. Scratch design approximately in scale.
Green: soft iron of the return magnetic circuit. Red:
magnetic and electric poles. Orange: permanent
magnets. Black: permanent-magnet holders
(simultaneously insulators)

4. Inertial Fusion
The Thomson spectrometer for the ABC-facility has to be designed such as to comply with the limits of
the little space left by the other diagnostics and also taking into account the low energies of the expected
particles. A possible configuration of the electric and magnetic fields is shown in figure 4.1. The studies on
the scaled spectrometer, optimised to obtain a more suitable separation of the ion trajectories, and theory
on the ion spectrometer for FIGEX were on going at the end of the reference year and will be described
the next Progress Report.

4.4 Replacement of ABC Retro-Reflecting Light Protection System

4.5 Diode Subarray Development

Optical components installed several years ago on the two final ABC amplification lines were damaged.
The retro-reflecting light protection system did not operate correctly, so experimental activities, at full
energy density on the target, were discontinued. Following the purchasing order emission a few months
were required to receive all the necessary custom-built optical components. After replacing the damaged
optical components, the amplification lines were regulated and the detection system for indicating the laser
energy corresponding to the shot was calibrated. The ABC amplification lines are now operative and ready
for the scheduled experimental activities.

After producing the prototype of a properly prepared monothlithic support (brick), the next step is to mount
the diode bar in it to obtain a sub-array module as a first module of a matrix array to be used for the
pumping active element in a solid-state diode pumped laser. Special techniques as well as specific tools
for diode bar micro-manipulating and positioning and for quality control have to be developed.
Micro-manipulation and positioning of the bar on the final support should be done under microscope in a
clean room (better than 1000 class), using special devices to prevent apparently trivial problems (e.g., the
presence of electrostatic charge in the manipulation tools) and repeating exactly the same operations with
the same precision for a number of times corresponding to the sites in the brick where the bars have to
be mounted. The cleaning conditions represent one of the stringent requirements to prepare the brick
properly for final brazing. For this activity a semi-automatic system assisted by a remote operator was
designed and committed to a national firm for construction. The clean room performance is guaranteed
because the operator remotely controls, step by step, the correct evolution of the sequence mounting by
means of a PC and a video-camera.
The brick cooling system studies have been
performed. A cooling system suitable for eliminating
typical problems due to water fluxes very close to the
electric contacts of the brick has been designed and
a prototype produced. The performance of this
system is still under study.
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5.2 Current–Lead Testing for CERN

5.1 Introduction

74

E

NEA’s Fusion Technical and Scientific Unit is responsible for promoting the transfer of the know-how, new
technologies and advanced products generated by the research on fusion. Superconducting materials and
magnets, new materials and joining techniques, hydrogen separation technology, microwave heating systems and
power supplies, and detecting techniques are just some of the areas which have benefited from the activities of the Unit.
In 2005 in particular, five new patents stemming from the fusion research activities were granted. Commercial activities
related to the supply of services and products resulting from the competences generated by the research programmes
were also undertaken, e.g., cryogenic testing of the high-temperature superconducting (HTS) current leads of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) of CERN; development of permeator tubes and realisation of a bench-scale electric engine
powered by fuel cells fuelled with hydrogen produced on-line via a catalytic membrane reactor for methanol steam
reforming; production of high hydrogen solubility Pd cathodes to use in cold fusion experiments.

In September 2004, ENEA was entrusted
with the cryogenic testing of the complete
series of 6000 A and 13000 A LHC HTS
current leads, consisting of 333 units [5.1].
In addition, ENEA tested a pre-series of 14
assemblies of four HTS current leads rated
at 600 A. To date, the pre-series
production of about 100 HTS current
leads, manufactured and assembled at
CERN, has been successfully tested [5.2].
The results show very good reproducibility
Fig. 5.1 - ENEA Frascati dedicated lead test facility (left) and two
of the electrical and thermal performance
6–kA leads mounted on the test flange (right)
and complete conformity with the
requirements of the CERN technical specifications. ENEA’s dedicated facility (fig. 5.1) provides high
precision in signal acquisition and subsequent interpretation, fully meeting the CERN specifications.
The 2005 testing campaign was focussed on the industrial production of current leads. To satisfy the
testing rate (cryogenic test of up to six current leads per week) requested by CERN, two setups operated
in parallel were constructed.
Delivery of the industrial series of HTS leads from the BINP laboratory, Russian Federation (6 kA), and from
CECOM, Italy (13 kA), started in summer 2005 and by the end of the year 44 leads rating 6 kA and 14
rating 13 kA had been successfully tested.

5.3 Thin-Wall Pd–Ag Permeator Tubes

b)

Stainless steel
Stainless steel
wire coil
Stainless steel
tube
tube
Brazed joint
Brazed joint
Pd-Ag tube

Fig. 5.2 - a) View of a Pd-Ag thin-wall permeator
tube; b) schematic of a Pd-Ag thin-wall permeator
tube

Thin-wall Pd-Ag permeator tubes (fig. 5.2) produced by cold
rolling and diffusion welding were characterised in terms of
hydrogen permeability, selectivity and durability (Project FIRB
RBAU01K4HJ funded by the Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research) [5.3]. The aim was to verify the
behaviour of the membranes under the operating conditions
(temperature and trans-membrane pressure) characteristic of
the processes for producing hydrogen in membrane reformers
studied for powering polymeric fuel cells. The hydrogen
permeability as well as the complete hydrogen selectivity were
demonstrated in long-term tests on the Pd-Ag membrane tube.
A Pd-Ag membrane reformer producing hydrogen from ethanol
was built and characterised at the ENEA Frascati laboratories:
operating at 450 °C and 200 kPa reaction yields beyond the
thermodynamic equilibrium were observed [5.4]. A two-step

5. Other Applications and Spin-Offs
process consisting of a traditional reformer and a Pd-Ag membrane reactor where the water-gas-shift
reaction takes place was studied [5.5]. The main characteristics of this process are complete ethanol
conversion and a reduced number of Pd-Ag tubes compared to the process where one membrane
reformer is used. Based on the specifications of this process, a membrane reactor has been designed,
consisting of a bundle of 19 Pd-Ag thin-wall permeator tubes produced via diffusion welding.

5.4 Bench-Scale Electric Engine Powered by Fuel
Cells

The mechanisms controlling hydrogen solubility within
some metallic lattices have been studied. The study made
it possible to increase the loading of the hydrogen
isotopes into palladium foils up to the literature limits given
for very thin wires and sometimes even above such limits.
Palladium foils were produced so as to get the right
metallurgical structure which, according to the theoretical
results, increases hydrogen isotopes solubility.
The materials produced at ENEA have been selected by a
few Italian and foreign institutes for their studies on
material science and for experiments oriented to revealing
anomalous heat production in deuterated palladium.
Figure 5.4 shows a typical hydrogen loading curve: the
normalised resistance curve shows the achievement of
the literature limit for atomic ratio H/Pd>0.97. Short
deloading and reloading were done at about H/PD=0.85.
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5.5 Palladium with Enhanced H and D Solubility

The collaborative work carried out with the Department of Mechanical
and Aeronautical Engineering of Rome University la Sapienza led to the
realisation of an experimental system (fig. 5.3) for testing a bench-scale
electric engine powered by fuel cells fuelled with hydrogen produced online by means of a catalytic membrane reactor for methanol steam
reforming. The system was studied and designed according to a
mathematical model in order to ensure the stability of the system when
submitted to traffic load cycles. The scale of the system permits the
apparatus to be tested up to a power of 150 W. The catalytic membrane
Fig. 5.3 - The experimental system
reactor produces up to 2 NL/min of pure hydrogen (99.9999%). The
process parameters are controlled by proportional integral derivative temperature controllers that operate
on the reactor heating system and by a pressure controller that regulates the reactor temperature.
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Fig. 5.4 - Pd loading with hydrogen. The normalised resistance curve
shows the achievement of the literature limit for atomic ratio H/Pd>0.97
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32nd EPS Conference on Plasma Physics Conference, Tarragona (Spain) June 27 -July 1, 2005
B. RICCARDI, E. TRENTINI, M. LABANTI, S. ROCCELLA: Characterization of commercial grade Tyranno SA/CVI-SiC composites
12th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials (ICFRM-12), Santa Barbara, CA (USA) December 4-9, 2005
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7th Int. Symposium on Fusion Nuclear Technology (ISFNT-7), Tokyo (Japan), May 22-27, 2005
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Petersburg (Russia), October 3-6, 2005
N.P. TAYLOR, B. BRAÑAS, E. ERIKSSON, A. NATALIZIO, T. PINNA, L. RODRIGUEZ-RODRIGO, S. CIATTAGLIA, R. LÄSSER:
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12th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials (ICFRM-12), Santa Barbara, CA (USA), December 4-9, 2005
V. VIOLANTE, M. BERTOLOTTI, E. CASTAGNA, I. DARDIK, S. LESIN, M. MCKUBRE, S. MORETTI, F. SARTO, C. SIBILIA, F.
TANZELLA, T. ZILOV: Progress in excess of power experiments with electrochemical loading of deuterium in palladium
12th Int. Conf. on Condensed Matter Nuclear Science (ICCF-12), Yokohama (Japan), November 27 - December 2, 2005

6.1.4 Reports
RT/2005/56/FUS

A. CAPRICCIOLI, P. FROSI: Analisi strutturale degli scenari incidentali di Ignitor

RT/2005/59/FUS

L. PETRIZZI, E. ESPOSITO, E. MAINARDI, L. BERTALOT: Nuclear analysis of ITER neutron camera diagnostic
systems

RT/2005/60/FUS

E. MAINARDI, L. PETRIZZI: Nuclear analysis of ITER divertor

RT/2005/61/FUS

L. PETRIZZI, E. MAINARDI: Nuclear analysis of ITER vacuum vessel

6.2 Patents

PCT/IB2005/052434 E. VISCA, S. LIBERA
Processo di giunzione di materiali ceramici e rame con fusione del rame
su superfici pre-brasate (PBC) European extension of patent
RM2004A000368
RM2005A000399

S. TOSTI, L. BETTINALI, D. LECCI, C. RIZZELLO, A. BASILE
Reattore a membrana a fascio tubiero per la produzione di idrogeno ultrapuro

RM2005U000105

E. VISCA, A. PIZZUTO, S. LIBERA, A. MANCINI, C. TESTANI
Dispositivo per la costruzione di elementi di scambiatore termico provvisto di materiale di protezione

RM2005U000107

S. TOSTI, A. BASILE
Dispositivo portatile a membrana intercambiabile
per valutazione di processi di permeazione e
reazione in fase gassosa

RM2005U000165

S. TOSTI, L. BETTINALI, F. MARINI
Dispositivo per la rimozione di trizio da correnti gassose

6.3 Conferences and Events
The Fusion Technical and Scientific Unit promotes the dissemination of information on plasma physics and fusion technology,
both nationally and internationally:
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November 8-14, 2005

10th Course: Global and Local Control of Tokamak Plasmas
Erice, Sicily (Italy)

December 13-14, 2005

Awareness Workshop for EU industry on ITER

ENEA’s Fusion Technical and Scientific Unit had a stand at the Barcelona Workshop on “ITER – Opportunities for European
Industry”, 13-14 December 2005, organised by CIEMAT on the initiative of the Fusion Industry Committee of the European
Commission. The stand was set up to display just some of the components developed at the ENEA fusion laboratories in
collaboration with Italian industry, for instance: mockups of the ITER divertor vertical target manufactured by hot radial pressing;
examples of superconducting strands and conductors, the in-vessel inspection probe for ITER, the passive-active multijunction
radiofrequency launcher successfully tested on FTU (a scaled-down prototype of the lower hybrid current drive launcher for
ITER); a bent crystal, high-resolution x-ray
spectrometer operating on FTU (a second
spectrometer based on the same design has also
been developed by ENEA for JET); and the Frascati
Arm - or FARM - robotic boom for maintenance
operations in FTU.

6.4 Seminars

The Unit also took the initiative to inform Italian
companies potentially interested in ITER-related
contract opportunities about the Barcelona
Workshop. Out of more than two hundred
commercial and industrial companies and
organisations directly contacted, twenty three
participated in the Workshop (seven exposed their
products in stands) and many expressed interest in
receiving further information on the progress of the
ITER procurement process.

7/3/2005
C. Z. Cheng – PPPL – Princeton, USA
Kinetic effects on MHD modes in tokamaks
8/3/2005
F.P. Orsitto – ENEA – Frascati, Italy
Partecipazione ENEA al programma sperimentale ed agli enhancements del JET
8/3/2005
A.A. Tuccillo – ENEA – Frascati, Italy
Principali risultati degli esperimenti ENEA al JET
8/3/2005
F. Crisanti – ENEA – Frascati, Italy
Analisi delle proposte e programma sperimentale del JET nel 2005
9/3/2005
F. Santini - EURATOM-ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Non-thermal fusion in a beam plasma system
11/4/2005
F. Zonca - EURATOM-ENEA – Frascati, Italy
Comparative studies of nonlinear ITG and ETG dynamics
23/5/2005
J. Pamela - JET-EFDA – Abingdon, United Kingdom
JET recent results and plans
30/5/2005
Z. Hartmut - MPIP - Garching, Germany
Recent results from Asdex upgrade
1/6/2005
E. Azizov – TRINITI - Troitsk, Moskow Region, Russia
Recent developments of fusion in Russia and future plans

6. Publications, Patents and Events
17/11/2005 M. Vlad - National Institute – Bucharest, Romania
Test particles and plasma turbulence
21/11/2005 F. Spineanu - National Institute of Lasers – Bucharest, Romania
Statistics of vortices and drift wave turbulence in tokamaks
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7.1.1 Physics
The main purpose of the IGNITOR experiment [7.1] is to establish “reactor” physics in regimes close to
ignition, where “thermonuclear instability'” can set in with all its associated nonlinear effects.
In 2005, a particular effort was devoted to identifying the conditions in which thermonuclear instability is
barely prevented over the entire length of the current pulse, but the Q factor is high (Q~30). This is achieved
by decreasing the peak density to below the ignition value and maintaining the plasma temperature by a
modest amount of ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), below the 5–MW level employed during the rise
of the plasma current (toroidal magnetic field ramping from about 9 up to 13 T) to accelerate the time
needed to reach near–ignition conditions. Consequently, an ICRH frequency f≈115 MHz has been selected
to ensure that the position of the resonant layer be sufficiently close to the plasma centre. Scenarios which
include the utilisation of 3He in minority heating have also been considered [7.2].
Operation of IGNITOR in the H–mode regime, with an up–down symmetric double X–point configuration
and BT≅13 T, Ip≅9 MA (the “divertor” configuration does not allow higher currents), has also been
investigated, In this regime, high–Q values can be achieved as the relevant power threshold is overcome
by the combined effects of Ohmic, alpha–particle and ICR heating. While tritium is the necessary step
forward for any advanced fusion facility, the regimes that might be obtained in IGNITOR, even when limited
to H, D, and He plasmas, have been investigated and found very interesting.

7.1.2 Technology and engineering
During 2004 and 2005 the detailed design of most of the major components (toroidal and poloidal field
coils, first wall, plasma chamber, electrical pulsed power supplies and remote handling system) was
substantially completed. The technical specifications for their procurement through calls to tender can be
provided within a short time if construction of the machine is approved. The activities to be completed
mainly concern the cryostat and nuclear shielding, ICRH system, pellet system and diagnostics. The
detailed design of the complete power supply system (including layout and costing) was successfully
completed [7.3].
A fabrication procedure for the plasma chamber (PC) sector has been developed to cover all the
construction phases, from the specifications (including metallurgical processes) of the raw material to final
machining and acceptance and vacuum tests. Basically, the PC sector is formed of shaped elements
(forged or rolled) welded together using special fixtures and then machined to achieve the final dimensional
accuracy.

Fig. 7.1 – View of PC with vertical and radial
supports

The design of the vertical support of the PC is
being upgraded to comply with the
electromagnetic (em) loads (eddy and halo current
plus horizontal net force resulting from the worst
plasma disruption scenario (vertical displacement
event [VDE])) [7.4]. The design arrangement of the
radial support has been improved to allow for
better operability and maintenance of the
components themselves (fig. 7.1). With the
present design, vacuum tightness is achieved only
by welding with semiautomatic tools. A critical
point is the automatic remote welding (Nd–YAG
laser butt welding filled with tungsten inert gas –
narrow gap) of the PC modules to obtain the
complete toroidal structure. Numerical simulations
based on the ABAQUS/S code and referring to a
proper plate model are in course to collect
sufficient preliminary information. Residual
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stresses and deformation due to shrinkage (of
~0.1 mm cross welding) were numerically
evaluated so that the PC manufacturing
requirements could be defined. This activity also
highlighted the allowable mismatch between
sector edges (max. gap 0.2 mm with 2 kW). An
R&D programme full–scale prototype of the
sector joint area is required to validate a welding
method for the PC full assembly.
The 3D finite–elements model developed in 2004
was improved in order to evaluate em loads on
the first wall (FW) tile carriers during the reference
VDE [7.5]. Thermo–structural nonlinear analysis
performed with the ANSYS code shows that
temperature increases up to 341°C for a single
step of 4 s and that the stresses and deformation
on the component that undergoes cyclic loads
are within the limit of the allowable values
(fig. 7.2). The FW design layout (including
in–vessel electrical diagnostics and ICRH
Faraday shield, fig. 7.3) has been finalised, taking
into account all the requirements. The FW tiles in
the area adjoining the welding have been
designed in detail and will be installed after
completing the torus.
The collaboration with the Turin Polytechnic to
study plasma–wall interaction in IGNITOR
continued. The scrape–off layer in the reference
FW limiter configuration was modelled by using
the control volume finite–elements technique.
The results of a preliminary estimate of the heat
loads on the walls were in satisfactory agreement

SEQV (AVG)
DMX = 1.903
SMN = 1.163
SMX = 441.368
1.163
50.075
98.986
147.898
196.81
245.721
294.633
343.545
392.456
441.368

Fig. 7.2 – Maximum Von Mises stress (MPa) on tile
carriers during the disruption (at t=53 ms) after four
cyclic loads
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Fig. 7.3 – ICRH Faraday shield integrated with FW
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with those from the already developed 3D
geometrical model. The 3D model was also
applied to several asymmetric cases: in the
worst configuration a power load of about
6.5 MW/m2 was found after summing several
asymmetry sources of heat loads on the first
wall and using the least favourable value of
the considered energy decay lengths
(fig. 7.4).
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Fig. 7.4 – FW thermal loads (MW/m2)

Fig. 7.5 – Full–size welding sample for the EB cooling
channel
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Fig. 7.6 – Full–size welding sample for the EB cooling
channel

The structural analysis of the machine load
assembly was completed with the use of the
ANSYS code and taking into account the
friction coefficients at the interfaces between
significant components [7.6]. The calculation
shows stresses within the allowable limits at
the operating temperature. Interlaminar
shear–stress values on the toroidal field coil
(TFC) insulation were validated by the results
of tests performed by Ansaldo. The nonlinear
analysis takes into account both in–plane and
out–of–plane loads. In normal operating
conditions the assumed friction coefficient on
the wedging surfaces is adequate to assure
the structural stability of the load assembly.
Furthermore, once the structure is unloaded,
it returns to its original position without any
deformation. The safety factor of the
averaged shear stresses against the
insulation shear rupture strength remains
greater than three at the beginning of life,
while at the end of life it decreases to about
two because the mechanical properties
degrade due to the neutron dose. During a
disruption the decrease in plasma current
causes an increase in the poloidal field and
then in the out–of–plane force (from 179
MNm in operating conditions up to 342 MNm
during a VDE). The moment around the
machine axis is 1.4 to 2.5 times higher than
normal
operating
conditions
loads.
Appropriately dimensioned keys have been
added between the 30° extension C–clamp
modules to assure structural stability. For the
interlaminar shear stresses on the TFCs, the
safety factors decrease with respect to those
in normal operating conditions, but remain
within acceptable values (≥2). The results of
thermal and structural analyses in the case of
a poloidal field coil (PFC) emergency
de–energization (by external resistors)
showed that both final temperatures and
structural stresses remain within the
allowable values.
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Thermal mechanical analysis of the central solenoid (CS) winding model was performed with the ANSYS
code, taking into account the insulation layer and the epoxy resin filling as well as the transient condition
at the start of the pulse (heating) and during the cooling phase. As the transient causes high shear stresses
on the insulation material, the feeder connection was optimised. The results in the most critical condition
(start up) are within the allowable values established by the Ansaldo tests.
The Bitter–type TFCs are cooled down to 30 K by gaseous helium. Oxygen–free high–conductivity copper
has been selected for the plates because it allows an electron–beam (EB) welding solution for the cooling
channels. Kabel Metal established the welding parameters and qualified a process that achieves full joint
penetration with an acceptable metallurgical structure. The welding was qualified on two full–size samples,
both for the cooling channels and for the inlet /outlet tube (fig. 7.5). Metallographic inspections (fig. 7.6) as
well as vacuum and pressure tests were carried out to validate the basic suitability of the EB welding
process.
The detailed design of the in–vessel remote handling system, based on a two–port concept with
two–boom operation, was completed. A 3D mockup of the plasma chamber allowed simulation of the
boom movement, so it was possible to check that the boom with the end–effectors attached can reach
any in–vessel zone 180° on either side without hitting anything and to establish the procedures pertaining
to several handling operations. A failure analysis of the boom components was also carried out to define
a recovery procedure. The ex–vessel cabin housing the boom apparatus and the equipment for removing
and installing in–vessel components has been designed. The material removed from the plasma chamber
is treated as radiation waste material. Stress analyses of the straight sliding arm and articulated links of the
boom with a maximum pay load of 25 kg showed a deflection of about 7 mm, which can be dealt with.
Control of the plasma position and shape is a crucial issue in IGNITOR, as in every compact high–field
elongated tokamak. The capability of the PFC system, as presently designed, to achieve effective vertical
stabilisation of the plasma was assessed with the CREATE_L linearised MHD response model [7.7],
assuming an axisymmetric deformable plasma described by a few global parameters. The two pairs of
coils (nos. 6 and 12) selected for the vertical control will
be fed with up–down antisymmetric currents provided
by a dedicated supply and overlapping the scenario
currents. Estimations of the vertical instability growth
time (15 ms) and the power required by the active
stabilisation system (~12 MW per coil) confirmed that it
is possible to achieve an effective stabilisation
Δz=±3 mm in ~20 ms. Preliminarily investigations have
been carried out on using thermography and x–ray
imaging based on gas electron multipliers as plasma
vertical position detectors if the magnetic
measurement devices should fail. The requirements for
controlling the shape of the plasma cross section were
[7.6]
A. Cucchiaro et al., The Ignitor load
assessed, considering independent perturbations of
assembly structural analysis and toroidal field
the plasma global parameters as disturbances. The
coil, presented at the 21st Symp. on Fusion
results show that it is possible to reject an undesired
Engineering – SOFE (Knoxville 2005)
shape and modify it using the present PFC and power
[7.7]
F. Villone et al., Preliminary analysis of
supply systems.
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The ICRH system launches 5–6 MW at f≈115 MHZ
during plasma ramp up through four pairs of strap
antennas located in four equatorial ports. The system
is composed of four modules, each one with the
following main performance:
•

Operating frequency range: 80 (Ip=7
BT=7 T) – 115 MHz ( Ip=11MA, BT=13 T).

MA,

position and shape control of Ignitor plasmas,
presented at the 47th Annual Meeting of the
APS Division of Plasma Physics, (Denver
2005)
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•
•

•
•

Max rf power at 115 MHz:
3.6 MW (at the generators).
Max rf generator power at
80 MHz/pulse duration:
8 MW/4 s.
Number/type of rf generator:
4/cavity coupled rf tetrodes.
Number/type of rf antennas:
2/four–strap antennas.

The power of the generators
(one ICRH module) is distributed
Fig. 7.7 – Two–stage four–barrel pellet injector
on two antennas. The rf
configuration of each module
allows full phase–control of the
straps (poloidal and toroidal) through an appropriate phase–locked loop (PLL) in the low–level stage of the
generators. Two modules produce the required rf power of 6.4/16 MW at 115/80 MHz for rf–assisted
ignition. The power of each rf generator is split through standard 3–dB hybrid junctions which, with
opportune adjustment of the related phases, allow the generators to be isolated from the reflected power.
A set of eight vacuum transmission lines (VTLs), including the feedthrough transitions, transfers about
3.2 MW (400 kW per unit) of power inside the load assembly. The selected rf configuration allows the
maximum electric field in the vacuum region of the straps and transmission line to be kept below 5 kV/cm.
Electromagnetic diagnostics are adopted to measure plasma parameters such as current, loop voltage,
horizontal and vertical position, plasma beta, toroidal and poloidal modes. The limited space available
between tiles and vessel necessitates geometrically tight magnetic probes, and the very intense neutron
flux expected requires the use of fully inorganic insulating materials. The magnetic coil system has to be
closely integrated with the plasma chamber before welding the individual sectors, and their replacement
and maintenance would be problematic and, for all the ex–vessel components, impossible. Therefore, an
adequate level of redundancy is being considered. Full–size prototypes of the poloidal field probes have
been manufactured in order to test them for mechanical resilience and electrical insulation [7.8]. Nickel wire
has been sealed in Al2O3 mini–containers, filled with MgO powder and baked at 1200ºC. In 2006 the coils
will be experimentally tested in FTU and in the Princeton National Spherical Torus Experiment.
Construction of the two–stage four–barrel multiple pellet injector jointly developed by ENEA and the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Fusion Technology Group is near completion. The injector is capable of
shooting pellets of variable sizes, at velocities of about 3–4 km/s. The pellet propelling subsystem
developed by ENEA and CRIOTEC Impianti has been built (fig. 7.7). The fast pulse–shaping valve,
necessary for reaching high pellet speeds, has been redesigned to give better reliability than the previous
versions. Another innovation is separation of the gas removal system into four independent (and identical)
systems, which eliminates the need for large expansion volumes. The propelling subsystem is undergoing
final testing in Italy before being shipped to ORNL for complete integration with the cryogenic system and
testing with real pellets. The ORNL injector housing incorporates new features that facilitate change–out of
the gun barrel sets; new light gate and microwave cavity mass detector diagnostics have been developed
specifically for this application. The new microwave cavity is equipped with four internal polyimide tubes
through which the pellets pass. This feature is particularly important for the experimental studies on the gas
removal system.
Finally, regarding the environmental impact of IGNITOR, pertinent aspects of the machine design have
been analysed and the possible polluting effects/components during operation described. The related
environmental impact and the measures to prevent environmental damage were evaluated. Estimations of
the energy consumption both for the construction and the operation phases of the machine give a
maximum electrical power requirement of about 1000 MVA (80 MWh per year). A dedicated study by the
Italian National Grid Authorities (GRTN), referring to both Rondissone and Caorso sites, showed that the
Grid is capable of supplying this power.
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The commissioning phase of IGNITOR was analysed, taking into account demolition of the tokamak
building and disposal of the related waste.
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7.2 Robotics

7.2.1 Introduction
In 2005 the activities of the Robotics Section
were directed along several paths, but the
most significant were the developments
carried out under the projects TECSIS Tecnologie Diagnostiche e Sistemi Intelligenti
per lo Sviluppo dei Parchi Archeologici del
Sud d’Italia - and FIRB/MIAO – Fondi
Interministeriali
Ricerche
di
Base/Microsistemi per Ambienti Ostili.

7.2.2 TECSIS
The TECSIS project concerns the use of
innovative technologies for the conservation
of the cultural and archaeological heritage in
the southern part of Italy. Namely, the idea is
to use lasers and robotic platforms for the
conservation
and
exploitation
of
archaeological artefacts.
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During 2005 the Robotics Section devoted
its research activities to three main topics:
the development of an autonomous
robotic platform for archaeological sites;
• the development of an autonomous
blimp for exploring prehistoric caves;
• the development of a low-cost stereo
vision
underwater
system
for
underwater archaeology.
One of the research aims of TECSIS is
robotized navigation in archaeological sites
with the purpose of carrying out repetitive
measurements and/or inspections. Hence
the TECSIS robot has to be able to
autonomously navigate an environment.
The robotic platform employed in the
project is an outdoor robot equipped with
different sensors. The sources of
information used, besides odometry, are a
laser range finder and a stereo vision
system.
•

The research activities were focussed on
the fusion of the odometry information with
the range information coming from these
two different sensors (fig. 7.8). Therefore,
an extended Kalman filtering of the range
data coming from a laser range finder and
a stereoscopic video system with standard
odometry information was performed in
order to correctly localise the robot and
Fig. 7.8 – Obstacle detection: external view, input image and
provide the best possible feedback for the
disparity map. Laser measurement only (left), laser and stereo
robot controller [7.9]. The efficacy of such
vision measurements (right)
an approach was tested with some simple
experimental situations that can be
experienced by the robot in foreseen
outdoor situations. The system was extensively tested in numerous missions with typical paths of tens to
hundreds of meters. The lesson learned is that the stereo video information is extremely helpful in coping
with the real world and, although the visual range information is affected by a large amount of noise, in
many situations it can overcome the geometrical limitations of the laser information.
With regard to the development of an autonomous blimp for exploring prehistoric caves, the research work
during 2005 was focussed on the characterisation of the aerodynamic parameters of the blimp in order to
build an accurate model of the blimp itself, which, in turn, will help to improve control of the airship. In fact,
since the position of the blimp will always be known with limited accuracy during actual operation, control
of the blimp will heavily rely on its dynamic model, and loosely on the true position or velocity. The
estimation of the aerodynamic parameters of the blimp was carried out with the use of an original
measurement system employing a ground vehicle that closely tracks (fig. 7.9), through the acquisition of a
visual stream, a coloured marker on the blimp. It uses the displacement of the marker from the centre of
the current grabbed image as the controlled variable, which must be kept null. The ground robot is able to
localise itself very precisely, with an accuracy of about 1 cm. The idea is that, when tracking the blimp, the
odometry of the ground vehicle can then be used transitively as the airship odometry. For this purpose,
both simulated and real-world experiments were carried out. The proposed measurement system has
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produced reliable estimates of the blimp
parameters and, at the same time, has suggested
the viability of a cooperative control of a blimp with
the use of a ground–based vehicle.
Archaeological investigations in underwater
environments are far more difficult than on land and
robotics could be of great help to researchers in
their work. Another objective of the TECSIS project
is to develop a hybrid underwater vehicle
dedicated to archaeology. This vehicle, named the
Mediterranean Unmanned Vehicle for Submerged
Archaeology (MEDUSA), is a hybrid solution
between an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)
and a remotely operated vehicle (ROV). The vehicle
Fig. 7.9 – Blimp and ground robot during an experimental session
will be able to travel autonomously in order to
survey small-sized areas, and it can be remotely
operated by clamping an umbilical cable as a
standard ROV in order to minutely examine possible findings. Knowledge of the shapes and dimensions
of archaeological items is of utmost importance for their study. These measurements become quite difficult
or even impossible in an underwater environment. A promising approach to the problem is to employ a
stereo vision system in order to derive information on the three-dimensional structure of the environment
and of the objects. Besides being of strictly
archaeological interest, underwater stereoscopic
images can also be of great appeal to a wider
audience.
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Concerning the development of the low-cost stereo
vision underwater system (see fig. 7.10), a mechanical
realisation of the system has been designed and
some preliminary tests on calibration procedures and
camera assembly were carried out. The photographic
devices employed are digital commercial cameras
that can be programmed and fully controlled via their
standard USB interface. The cameras are enclosed in
a custom designed and built glass and aluminium
housing. This commercial solution, i.e., a solution
using commodity-on-the-shelf (COTS) components,
allows the introduction of innovative features in an

Fig. 7.10 – CAD design of the stereo-vision housing. The two
cameras and four lasers are visible in the middle glass section
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underwater stereo vision system, for example, the use of high-resolution images, the possibility of zooming
and easy storing/retrieving/management of images.

7.2.3 FIRB MIAO
Robots operating in harsh and hostile
environments need reliable multisensorial
systems
that
can
automatically acquire as much
information as possible [7.10,7.11].
Sensory data from a range of
disparate and independent multiple
sensors have to produce an improved
model or estimate of the domain of
interest. Therefore the automated
intelligent combination of data from
multiple sensors can derive less
ambiguous/uncertain
information
about the desired state [7.12]. The
Robotics Section is developing a
multisensorial layout for robots
operating in such environments.

Fig. 7.11 – General layout of a multisensorial distributed unit

A multisensorial distributed unit
contains several discrete sensors over
a definite surface area/volume
(fig. 7.11). The currently available
sensor device (fig. 7.12) is a pressure
pad based on a foam material
whereby light introduced to the foam is
scattered in a manner dependent on
the force applied to the surface of the
foam.

Fig. 7.12 – Nylon cover beneath the pressure pad. It completely
covers the pad when pressures are being detected

X
Z
1

Fig. 7.13 – Platinum resistance temperature detector
(Pt 100), range -50 - +600°C a) and silicon PIN
photodiode, range λ0.5=600 … 1050 nm b)

Y

Fig. 7.14 – Inertial sensor: 3-axis 2 g/6 g linear
accelerometer

7. Activities not in Association
The layout is being completed by further sensor layers (fig. 7.13):
•
•

30 platinum resistance temperature detectors of 100 Ω≅0°C nominal resistance (PT100).
30 silicon PIN photodiodes sensitive to visible and infrared radiation (peak sensitivity at 900 nm and
spectral bandwidth range λ0.5=600 … 1050 nm).

These additional layers allow the detection of temperature as well as visible and infrared radiation. Some
inertial sensors (fig. 7.14) will be finally inserted inside the pad for detecting low-frequency vibrations. The
multisensor is thus able to measure and acquire different physical quantities in order to allow pattern
recognition of the observations gathered, i.e., their classificaiton and description [7.13, 7.14].
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9. Abbreviations and Acronyms

AC

Alfvén cascade

ac

alternating current

AE

Alfvén eigenmode

ALARA

as-low-as-reasonably achievable

ALE

abrupt large-amplitude event

ASDEX-U

Axisymmetric Divertor Experiment Upgrade - Garching - Germany

ASTEX

Advanced Stability Experiment

AUV

autonomous underwater vehicle

BAE

Beta-induced Alfvén eigenmode

BL

buffer layer

BPS

body power supply

CAM

controlled amount of matter

CCD

charge coupled device

CC&CI

central control and common instrumentation

CD

current drive

CDP

collector depressed potential

CEA

Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique - France

CFC

carbon fibre composite

CICC

cable-in-conduit conductor

COTS

commodity-on-the-shelf

CPS

capillary-pore system

CRPP

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas - Villigen - Switzerland

CS

central solenoid

CVD

chemical vapour deposition

CVI

chemical vapour infiltration

CXRS

charge exchange resonance spectroscopy

DCLL

dual coolant lithium-lead

DPSD

digital pulse shape discrimination

DRP

Divertor Refurbishment Platform - ENEA - Brasimone

D1S

direct one-step

EAE

ellipticity-induced Alfvén eigenmode

EAF

European Activation File

EBBTF

European Breeding Blanket Test Facility

EB

electron beam (welding)

EC

electron cyclotron

ECCD

electron cyclotron current drive
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ECH

electron cyclotron heating

ECRH

electron cyclotron resonance heating

EDA

Engineering Design Activities

EFDA

European Fusion Development Agreement

EFET

European Fusion Engineering & Technology

ELM

edge localised modes

em

electromagnetic

EP

Enhanced Programme (JET)

EPM

energetic particle mode

ETG

electron temperature gradient

EXV

ex-vessel (antenna support structure)

EW

expansion wave

FCS

flux-core spheromak

FE

finite-element

FEAT

Fusion Energy Advanced Tokamak

FENDL

Fusion Evaluated Nuclear Data Library

FIGEX

Fast Ion Generation Experiment

FNG

Frascati neutron generator - ENEA

FRFA

fast radio field amplifier

FS

frequency sweeping

FTU

Frascati Tokamak Upgrade - ENEA

FW

first-wall

FWHM

full width at half maximum

FZK

Forschungszeuntrum - Karlsruhe - Germany

GB

grain-boundary

GRTN

Italian National Grid Authorities

GSSR

Generic-Site Specific Safety Report

HCLL

helium-cooled lithium-lead (blanket)

HCPB

helium-cooled pebble bed (blanket)

HETS

high-efficiency thermal shield

HF

high frequency

HIP

hot isostatic pressing

HMGC

hybrid MHD gyrokinetic code

HRP

hot radial pressing

HRTS

high-resolution Thomson scattering

HVAC

heating, ventilation and air conditioning system

9. Abbreviations and Acronyms
ICRH

ion cyclotron resonance heating

IEA

International Energy Agency

IFMIF

International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility

IJ

intermediate joint

ILL

Institute Laue Longevin - Grenoble - France

IPP

Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik - Garching - Germany

IR

infrared

ITB

internal transport barrier

ITER

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

ITG

ion-temperature gradient

ITG-TEM

ion-temperature gradient-trapped electron mode

IVVS

in-vessel viewing system

JAERI

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

JET

Joint European Torus - Abingdon - U.K.

KIZ

Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron

LH

lower hybrid

LHCD

lower hybrid current drive

LLL

liquid lithium limiter

LOCA

loss-of-coolant accident

LOFA

loss-of-flow accident

MEDUSA

Mediterranean Unmanned Vehicle for Submerged Archaeology

MHD

magnetohydrodynamic

MSE

motional Stark effect

MSST

measurement simulation software tool

NL

non-linear

NNB

negative neutral beam

NRG

Nuclear Research Counsultancy Group - Petten - The Netherlands

NTM

neoclassical tearing mode

OAM

open amount of matter

OCSI

Ouktokumpu Copper Superconductor

od

outer diameter

ODS

oxide dispersion strengthened

ORE

occupational radiation exposure

ORNL

Oak Ridge National Laboratory - Tennessee - U.S.A.
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PBC

pre-brazed casting

PC

plasma chamber

PF

packing factor

PFC

plasma-facing component

PFCI

poloidal field conductor insert

PFCT

plasma-facing component transporter

PI

parametric instability

PIE

postulated initiating event

PLD

pulsed-laser deposition

PLL

phase-locked loop

PPCS

Power Plant Conceptual Studies

PSAR

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report

PTB

Physikalisch-Technische Braunschweig - Germany

RABiTS

rolling-assisted biaxially texture of substrate

RAFM

reduced-activation ferritic martensitic (steel)

rf

radiofrequency

RNC

radial neutron camera

ROV

remotely operated vehicle

RRR

residual resistivity ratio

RT

room temperature

sans

small-angle neutron scattering

SNR

signal-to-noise

SOL

scrape-off layer

SP

screw pinch

SSDPL

solid–state diode pumped laser

ST

spherical torus

START

Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak - Culham - U.K.

TAE

toroidicity-induced Alfvén eigenmode

TBM

test blanket module

TLD

thermoluminescent dosimeter

TF

toroidal field

TFAM-OD

trifluoroacetate metal-organic decomposition

TFC

toroidal field coil

TFMCC

toroidal field model coil conductor

TNSA

target normal sheath acceleration

TPR

tritium permeation rate

TTE

trace tritium exeriment

9. Abbreviations and Acronyms
TUD

Technical University of Dresden - Germany

UKAEA

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Agency

UV

ultraviolet

VDS

vent detritiation system

VSM

vibrating sample magnetometer

VTA

vertical target assembly

VTL

vacuum transmission line

VV

vacuum vessel

WIN

wide area network

W&R

wind-and-react

WTS

waste treatment system

XSC

extreme shape controller
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